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PREFA CE

Many teachers accept stress as a normal part of their daily lives. They

don't realize it can he as insidious as cancer, slowly destroying their mental
and physical health. The first goal of this book is to help teachers recognize
the signs of stress in order to know when it is a problem. A certain amount of
stress in teaching is inevitable. However, teachers respond to stress
differentlysometimes in effective ways that lead to professional accomp-
lishments, sometimes in ineffective ways that are self-destructive. The second
goal of this book is t describe what teachers can do to reduce work-reLited

stressors and to choose self-enhancing responses. A successful campaign
against 'stress will benefit everyone associated with schools. In addition,
recognizing the problem and its solutions will be helpful to nearly everone
under stress.

ALFRED S. ALSCHULER, JAQUELINE CARL,

ROBERT LESLIE, INGRID SCHWEIGER,
"Ind DIANN UUSTAL, Ditors

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS IN AMHERST
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C k USES, CONSL7-)LIENCES, AND CURES:
A SUMMARY

.Alfre,1

Mr. johnson is in a perpetual rush. He walks at a run, speaks like an
auction:cr. and interrupts people by finishing their sentences for them. His
pact is audible foot tapping and knuckle- cracking. Because he tries to get
es ervthing done in an impossibly short time, Mr. Johnson lives in a chronic
state of frenzy. He is three times more likely to suffer a heart attack than his
calmer colleagues.

Ms. Lauer left school in the middle of the semester. She had been
complaining of d=ness head ches, and general fatigue. A shy person, Ms.
Lauer worried about being attacked or robbed in school. At times she seemed
disoriented and preoccupied. It was rumored that she had ..a nervous
breakdown.

As Ms. Skorpen was driving to work, trying to remember whether
she had brought an answer key with her, she ran a red light and was hit
broadside by a pickup truck.

Everyone knows %%hat Mr. Buffin will say. Havingseen superintend-
ents come and go almost as fast as special federal projects, he believes that

reasons' are propaganda and enthusiasm is the mark of fool. After teaching
for twenty years he has become the school's resident cynic. Too old to start a
new career, Mr. Buffin is doing time until retirement. Recently he summar-
ized his Years of teaching: I've survived.

Hard-working; teachers exposed to prolonged stress in schools risk
becoming neurotically Frenzied. battle-fatigued, physically injured, or burned
out. Willard McGuire, NEA president, recently sounded the bIttle cry to
stop the mutilation of teachers' spirits (and too often their bodies as well):

A major new malady has afflicted the teaching profession and
threatens to reach epidemic proportions if it isn't checkedsoon. It
has already stricken thousands of sensitive, thoughtful, and dedi-
cated teachers it is Teacher burnouta condition that results
from stress, tension, and anxiety in its victims The NEA is
hopeful, however, that once the teacher burnout problem is
articulated to the community, it will get the attention it



deserves. . . . Teachers need support from parents; school admirns-
tratOrsVD school boards; and civic, business lior, religious. and
'professional societies. If teachers don't get that support. the price
may he more than society can afford to pay I

At stake is the enhancement or crippling of teachers' desires to teach, to love
children, and to develop themselves as human beings.

This short practical book is designed to help teachers recognize the
signs of stress and take steps to reduce it. The first two seftions contain
partial descriptions of the problem and suggested solutions. The last section
of the book, Workshop Guide for Reducing and Preventing Teacher Burn-
out... is a practical application of the recommendations presented by the
contributors. This introductory chapter summarizes the subsequent material
by ansvering three questions: What are the causes? the consequences? and the
cures?

THE CAUSES 01: STRESS

Stress occurs when individuals believe the demands from the envir-
onment are more than they can handle. Stress cou!cl be a one-word
definition of teaching. For the major part of the school day teachers are
isolated from other adults, a working condition shared by few other profes-
sions. It is not possible to work in depth daily with as many as 150 students
who have unique learning histories, personalities, problems, and potentials.
Deadlines, bells, excessive paperwork, inadequate supplies are "givens" in
most schools. Free periods are free in name only. Rest and recuperation
must take second place to preparation and grading. In addition to these
normal demands, teachers are harrassed, more or less, in every class. Student
sniping takes many forms: talking, whispering, lipreading, note passing,
asking plausible. but diverting questions, insulting the te'cher, complaining
about assignmepts, pushing, brushing against, touching, or shoving or hitting
other students, throwing things, walking around to visit other students or to
sharpen pencils several times a period, requesting passes, making a veritable
symphony of noises. As many as 30 to 60 Such incidents each period require
the momentary diversion of the teacher's attention. When PA announcements,
tardy students, and role-takins are included in this list, typically less than 50
percent of class time is spent on earning during a period in which teachers are
expected to teach from bell to 11. In many schools absenteeism (with its
attendant problems of catch-up instruction and makeup assignments) runs
from 30 to 5G per cent, constituting a classical boycott.
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some students attack the school in :cis.; that amount to gu..t.nlia
warfare Attacks en personal property ( thefts, malicious mischief. and arson I
cost as much as S59') tr.:Iliot. annually. including Increased in-urance costs.
security guards. sophisticated electronic, surveillance equipment. and the
1:x1 x:se of repairs and tql,cern:nts. That is equivalent to a vandalism tax of
SI 3 levied for evers school student The human toll from the guerrilla
wa..fare :s equally staggci tng 1-.ach sear over 52 (XY.) ( 5 percent ) of the
nation's one million secondary school teachers are attacked, 10,003 of whom
require medical treatment. 60,000 teachers (6 percent ) are robbed, and
ever.. month 120.000 (12 percent have something stolen =

If these internal pressures from the svorkload and students were
enough to cause stress, numerous external pressures are exerted on schools: to
mainstream students with special needs; to provide multicultural and bilin-
gual education, to reduce expenses in a period of rapid inflation: to respond to
the questions of parents, the concerns of supervisors, and the achievement
objeLtives of sch(x)1 boards and adninistr-ators Simultaneously. declining
enrollments foreshadow. the strong possibility of reductions in the teaching
force. i e , layoffs Beyond such pressures on ali teachers. there are usually one
or more intense stresses in teachers' personal lives: death, accident, or Illness
of a family member. divorce, debts: trouble with in-laws: changes In living
conditions and personal habits. Not surprisingly, then, the combination of
these Job-related and personal pressures makes stress the number one health
problem of teachers.'

THE CO \SE(211E\CES OF STRESS

Human beings respond to stress in three basic stages.'' In Stage I.
alarm, the hody mobilizes for "fighting or fleeing.- In Stage 2. resotJna, the
person combats the stressor by [purposeful action, by attempts to reduce, the
stressor. or by a variety of coping tactics. Stage 3. cilunotion, is commonly
known as burnout By analogy, these three slates are like diving into cold
water. At first the bodv is -alarmed- by the seeming frigiditv.1.hen it is able
to swim for a period of time while its ''resistance'' to the cold remains
adequate. Finally, if the water is toa cold or the swimming too long, the
swimmer becomes -exhausted."

After the first alarm of stress. the body reacts physiologically.
Adrenaline pours into the blood speeding up the heart rate and hlotxl
pressure. As sugar increases in the blood, more ''fuel" is available for energy.
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As red cells flood the hlotxlst ream. more oxygen ic transported to the mtr,cles
and the brain Breathing accelerates to supply additional oxygen and to
chi-nu-tate carbon dioxide created by increased activity. Because blood ordr
nardv required for digestion is shunted to the brain and the muscles, digestion
slows Pupils dilate. improving vision. Blood clotting ability accelerates.
Such a reaction appears to be an ancient' physiological syndrome that c.ice
prepared eat edwellerc to fight or flee in re.-.ponse to threats In their
environment

his phvsiologL.al syndrome can aggravate a wide variety of symp-
toms difficulty in sleeping or insomnia. upset stomach, ulcers, ulcerative
colitis, headaches, migraines. chronic hack pains, shortness of breath. asthma,
fainting. fever, high blood pressure, diabetes, stuttering. skin rashes, men-
strual problems, Graves disease, 11. peruricemia. multiple sclerosis, athero-
sclerosis. arthritis, anxiety. and depr-:ssion. At worst. --When stress is chronic
and severe. It can lead to rli ss, accidents, or death.

Before the extreme cimsequences occur, however, individuals use a
wide variety of coping tactics to resist the stress and accomplish their
goals xnenmes people.develop a frenzied lifestyle, or what Friedman and
Rosenman c.;11 Type A behavior, described later :n this book.

If the coping tactics arc rxit adequate. or if the stress is too great for
too long-a period. four visible psychosocial symptoms of exhaustion /burnout
are" likely to occurs

Distance from students and colleagues
Spending as little time with them as rxissible
Referring to human beings in terms of a single
characteristicrnv slow readers
The NI.A.S.H. SyndromeJoking al-xiut someone's problems
The petty bureaucrat responsedealing with people using
formulas
Intellectualizing about the causes of problems but not empa-
thizing with the person
Decreased contact, i.e., eve contact, standing farther avv;iv,
shorter conversations
Placing harlers between worklife and homelife.

Emotional and physical fatigue
Leachers express the feelings that :hey just don't care anymore
about what happens as a result of their efforts. In addition to
sleeping poorly, a variety of physical symptoms begin to appear.
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3 Attitude shift to the cnical
Teachers burning out begin to express cold, callous, or hostile
feeling; about others. often stating that the student or adminis-
trator deserves to have the problem

4. Total disgust
This is terivinal burnout," or
sui-cequent :.rF\-tcr as 'hattle
malaise. depression, drug and
more time to #.-_,K.t) less and
brealdelwris.

what Alfred Bloch describes in a
fatigue" hostility oh complete
alcohol abusi, taking more an
less done, and ;or psvchiainc

Nklonal statistics reflect the consequences of stress on teachers.
,ALc_cordir..,, to 'Willard NIcGuirt, "A recent Teacher Opinion Poll ievealed
that one:third of thosefeadiiiii,rx.)W". wouldn't go into teaching if they could

-.,go had to college and start again. Only 6 out of 10 said they plat) to remain in
teaching until retirement,-earlv or mandator... The number of teachers with
20 vears or mere expertena has dropped k. nearly half in the past :5
Years

Teachers arc not alone in experiencing stress.,The U.S. Clearing-
house for Mental Health Information estimated that the prociuctive capacity of
workers was reduced-by $17 billion by stress-related problems. National
interest is evident in over 90,000 published articles, 1,000 completed
research projects, and an ajditional 6,000 articles printecfeach year.' Sooner
or later everyone experiences stress, to a lesser or greater degree

O
_THE CURES FOR STRESS

!' lost practical a meta on stres§contain a list of suggestions to carry
out. Virtually all such activities are ways' to implement six strategies for
reducing stress. Simultaneously these strategies promote healthy individual
development and vibrant living. They are as follows:

1. Prevent Stress by being alert to early signs-and by helpiLg others.
Like anv disease, stress is most effect'sAy red-xed when it is

diagnosed and treated early. Ongoing collaboration with othc: teachers
prevents several stresses from occurring (i.e., isolation, loneliness, and the
belief that the individual teacher If the only one having problems). Other
suggestions for reducing streseinclude the following:

.

Conduct a stress Management and prevention workshop. .



Make a practice of shzring your feelings with at least one other
teacher esery jay.
Look for signs of stress in other teachers
Be supportive of colleagues by means of strokes. warm fuzzier,
hugs. positive feedback, or by the priceless gift of your complete
attention for even a brief period of time
Develop mutual assistance pa:. rs between two to 11% e teachers
for small or la,ge problems, in or outside:
Create a buddy system for support and problem solving-
Set ep a teacher hotline or drop-in teacher-counseling center in
sour district
Identify expert teachers who are willing to advise or help col-
leagues, particularly first-year teachers, on a confidential basis.

As Masi ach concludes in her article on burnout," Our findings show
that burnout rates are lower for those professionals who actively express.
analyze. and share their personal feelings with their colleagues Not only do
they consciously get things off their chests, but they Else an Opportunity to
rece :sc corstructise feedback from other people and to devlflop new perspec-
tives ari understanding

2. Reduct the stressots.
So long as environmental .stressors continue, teachers will need to

develop and use stress reduction techniques. One type of primary stress
preveation is to identify and reduce, if not eliminate, the causes. Here are
ses...al possibilities mentioned in the literature.

Conquer common stressors. ( See the chapter by Alschukr in the
second part of this Ex)ok )

Reduce.the student/teacher ratio.
Learn to say no.

Establish a Job rotation system involving a number of teachers :o
shift regularly into and. out of high stress responsibilities (for
example, monitoring the lunchroom).
Lighten the load and responsibilities outside school
Reduce the amount of meeting time ( for example. using Memos in
place of announcements)
Share a contract with another teacher, both working half-time in
school and half-tiMe else vhere
Use volunteersaides, parents. community resources.
Move into a team-teaching situation.



Take a "sick day"; stress is teachers' nu. wr ,ne "health"
problem.
Take a leave of absence or sabbatical.

All these tactics may reduce either the amount of external pressuic or
the exposure to that pressure. The ultimate reduction in exposure is to quit
the job. For your health, happiness, and continued development, changing to
a new type of work may, at some point, he the wisest decision. As Harry
Truman said, If you can't stand the heat, get out of the kitchen." He might
have added that there are many other interesting rooms in the house.

3. Change your perception of the stress.
What is challenging for one person may seem exceptionally difficult

and stressful for another. And all of us have experienced days of operating
effectively followed by days of-feeling stress and anxiety when responding to
the same types of pressure. Often it is possible to alter theexperience4strOS
by changing the perception of the situation. The following techniquis, for
example, may he helpful.

Set more realistic goals, those where your chances for success are
between 30 and 70 percent.
Recall your basic values and goals as a way of seeing the trivia and
clutter in perspective.
Recall, the list of things you have to he thankful for.
Recall your priorities and the "80/20 rule": 80 percent of what
is most valuable can he obtained, by completing the top 20
percent of the tasks facing you.
Recognize your own limits. Don't put on Superman's or Wonder
Woman's cape. You can't teach,, help, cure everyone, or even
anyone, all the time. There are no ultimate solutions to human
problems.

Clarify for yourself that you are not responsible for the existence
of the stressor, but you can manage your response to it.
Accept what vou cannot change. ..

4. Manage your physiological.state.
In part, stress is physical. Some of its most destructive conquences

are physical. It is poSsible to intervene in the physiological process, however.

Learn how to relax without drugs. (See the chapter by Benson. )
For some people a long hot bath does the trick.
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Learn to control Your pulse, tension levels, arid brain waves using

a biofeedback device.
Get more sleep.
Establish a decompression routine between work and home (for
example: 10 minutes sitting in a park, a short walk, 30 minutes
uninterruptedly reading the newspaper).
Meditate.
Take minivacations during the day. Put your feet up for five
minutes, breathe deeply, and look out the window.
Purge yourself, in private. Laugh, cry, yell, scream, beat pillows
with tennis rackets, chop wood, run to exhaustion.
Get into good physical condition.
Eliminate all processed sugar and caffeine from your diet.

5. Improve your coping abilities.
An obvious method for dealing with pressures is to become more

efficient in getting the job done. By contrast, in "terminal burnout" people
take.longer and longer to accomplish less and less. Some of the most frequent

recommendations for improving efficiency include the following:

Manage your time better. Make lists, assign priorities. (Sec
Lakein's suggestions in "Twenty Ways I Save Time.")
Get special training in a needed skill areaclassroom discipline,
mainstreaming, bilingual and multicultural education.
Delegate, delegate, delegateanything and everything you can.
Concentrate on one thing at a time. The experience of stress is
partially the feeling of being flooded by too many things at once.
If you're bored, choose a new curriculum topic in which you have
an interest, or change the decor of your rooin, or go where the
action is, or seek out those colleagues who are most ''alive. Turn
stress into vitality as Forbes suggests in a subsequent chapter.
Read good 'professional hooks.
Get help from a colleague, a friend, or a professional helper.

Whether or not they are chosen to reduce stress, these activities arc legitimate

since they promote personal competenceand professional accomplishments.

6. Counteract stress.
Some activities preclude stress. When involved in them, you are

orable to feel stressed. To a great extent the specific activity is an individual
matter. However, some general advice is possible.

13
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Develop a positive addictionjogging, swimming, hiking. (See
the chapter by Glasser. )
Be good to yourself: go to a movie, buy some clothes, eat ice
cream, visit a friend.
Balance your work and recreation. Develop an absorbing
hobbvceramics, yoga, guitar playing, stamp collecting, organic
gardening, beekeeping, whale watching.

These six strategies and many similar tactics arc not cure-alls. A
certain level of stress is a fact of existence and is essential for effecive
functioning. When stress is excessive or prolonged, however, it becomes
dysfunctional and dangerous. These strategies and tactics can reduce stress to
healthy levels. At the same time they constitute a healthier, happier way of
life which incorporates ( 1 ) collaboration and mutual support, ( 2) a situation
more conducive to teaching and learning, ( 3) realistic self-appraisal with
clear, working priorities, (4) greater self-management and a more pleasant
state of physical being, (5) increasing professional competence, and (6) a
full, balanced life.
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Part One:
What It Is
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BURNOUT

I used to care.
but I don't care much anv more.
I used to care
That children had to sit,still and he quiet
And read pages .9 to 17
And answer the odd-numbered questions at the end of the chapter;
But I don't care much any more.

I used to care.
That finishing the assignment is more important than learning the skill.
And getting the right answer is more important than understanding, and

apologizing is more important than being penitent;
But I don't care much any more.

I used to wake up in the night
And think about ways to teach children
To set goals and work toward them,
To make decisions and liYe with the results,
To work together.
But there were those who felt threatened
And those who felt frightened
Because my classroom was different.
parents did not understand.
They listened to the evil insinuations and the confidential criticisms.
Their protests overwhelmed my sand-based supports.
I used to care,
But I don't care much any more.

Now I sav
Sit down
Be quiet
Read pages 9 to 17
No exciting ideas disturb my sleep.
I haven't had a complaint in over a year.
Nobody seems to care
That I don't care much any more.

This poem is from Sounitraiks 2, no. 2 (October 1976). Copyright O 1976 by Southwest Iowa Learning
Resources Center. Reprinted by permission of Experiences Education.

17
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AN INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE TO
MURPHY'S LAW

1)uncan Long

Murphy's Law says, "If anything can go wrong, it There are
many corollaries and related regularities. Among them:

1. Good students move away.
2. New students come from schools that do not teach anything.
3. The teachers' lounge will be in the worst room of the school. It

will contain dusty furniture and one noisy mimeograph machine.
4. The shorter the working time, the more the mimeograph will

malfunction.
5. The clock in the instructor's room will he wrong.
6. The school board will make a better pay offer before the teachers'

union negotiates.
7. When the instructor is late, he will meet the principal in the \

hall. If the instructor is late and does not meet the principal, the
instructor is late to the faculty meeting.

8. Children who touch the instructor will haYe scabies or bubonic
plague.

9. When speaking to the school psychologist, the teacher will say
weirdo -. rather than "emotienally disturbed.-

10. Disaster will occur when visitors are in the room.
11. The time a teacher takes in explaining is inversely proportional

to the information retained by students.
12. Students who are blind, deaf, and/or behavioral problems will

sit at the back of the room..
13. Extra-duty nights will occur when the best shows are on TV.
14. The problem child, will be a school hoard member's son.
15. The instructor's study 611 will be the largest in several years.

The administration will view the study hall as the teacher's
preparation time.

Repented with permission from Phi [Mu K.:7-n. January 1980. Copyright © 1980by Phi
Delta Kappa, Inc.
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16. Students who are doing better are credited with working
harder. If children start to do poorly, the teacher will be
blamed.

17. Extracurricular duties will take more preparation time than
classes.

18. Clocks will run more quickly during free time, (This is also
known as the Law of Varying Time.)

19. A meeting's length will be directly proportional to the boredom
the speaker produces.

20. On a test day, at least 15% of the class will he absent.
21. If the instructor teaches art, the principal will he an ex-coach

and will dislike art. If the instructor is a coach, the principal
will he an ex-coach who took a winning team to the state.

22. A subject interesting to the teacher will bore students.
23. Murphy's Law will go into effect at the beginning of an

evaluation.

19
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HOW TO TELL A TYPE A
FROM A TYPE B

`lever Frtc,f matt, \ 1.1) , an,{ Ray H. Roscittlian, \ 1.1).

From the very time we began to think that a particular behavior
complex bore responsibility for an increased risk of coronary artery and heart
disease, we have been developing and refining methods of identifying individ-
uals characterized by such patterns

The following section is intended to help you determine for yourself
whether you are a Type A or vpe B personality. Ifyou are honest in your self
appraisaland if you are actually aware of your own traits and habitswe
believe that you will not have too much trouble accomplishing this. The
details of the behavior pastern vary, of course, according to many factors
education, age social position. But most of you will he able to spot
yourselves. Incidentally, we have found that Type A persons are by and large
more common, and that if You are not quite sure about yourself, chances are
that you, too, are Type Anot fully developed, perhaps, but had enough to
think about changing. And after you have assessed yourself, ask a friend or
your spouse whether Your self-assessment was accurate. If vou disagree, they
are probably right,

You Possess Type A Behavior Pattern:

If you have (a ).a habit of explosively.accentuating various key words in your

ordinary speech Ken when there is no real need for such'accenttiation, and (h)

a tendency to utter the last few words of 'your sentences far more rapidly than

the opening words. The vocal explosiveness betrays the excess aggression or

hostility you may be harboring. The hurrying of the ends of sentences mirrors
your underlying impatience with spending even the time required for your
own speech.

2. If you always move, walk, and cat rapidly.

From Tyr A &kw. an..I Your Heart by N1eyer Friedman. M.D., and Ray H Rascnman, M.D. Copyright

1974 by Meyer Friedman Reprinted by permission of Alfred A. Knopf. Inc
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3 If you reel (particularly if you openly exhibit to others) an impatience with
the 7...re at which most events take place. You are suffering from this sort of
impatience if you find it difficult to restrain yourself from hurrying the speech
of others and resort to the device of saving very coickly over and over again,

"Uh huh, uh huh," or "Yes yes, yes yes," to someone who is talking,
unconsciously urging him to "get on with" or hasten his rate of speaking. You

are also suffering from impatience if you attempt to finish the sentences of
persons speaking to you before they can.

Ot' :r s.gns of this ..,ort of impatience: if you become unduly irritated or

even enraged when a c... ..,.head of you in your lane runs at a pace you consider

,::0 slow; if you find it 3nguishing to wait in a line or to wait your turn to be
seated at a restaurant; if you find it intolerable to watch others perform tasks
you know you can do faster; if you become impatient with yourself as you are
obliged to perform repetitious duties (making out bank deposit slips, writing
checks, washing amd cleaning dishes, and so on), which are necessary but take

you away from doing things you really have an interest in doing; if you find
yourself hurrying your own reading or always attempting tool-Rain condensa-

tions or summaries of truly interesting and worthwhile literature.
4. If you indulge in pulyphasx thought or performance, frequently striving to think

of or do Rs° or more things simultaneously. For example, if while trying to
listen to another person's speech, you persist in continuing to think about an
irrelevant subject, you are indulging in polyphasic thought. Similarly, if while
golfing or fishing you continue to ponder your business or professional
problems, or if while using an jectric razor you attempt also to eat your
breakfast or drive your car, of i` Ade driving your car you attempt todictate
letters for your secretary, you are indulging in polyphasic performance. This is

one of the commonest traits irtthe Type A mo.i. Nor is he always satisfied with
doing just two things at one time. We have known subjects who not only
shaved and ate simultaneously, but also managed to read a business or
professional journal at the same time.-

5. If you find it always difficult to refrain from talking about or bringing the theme
of any conversation around to those subjects which especially interest and
intrigue you, and when unable to accomplish this maneuver, you pretend to
listen but really remain preoccupied with your own thoughts.

6. If you almost always feel vaguely guilty when you relax and do absolutely
nothing for several hours to several days.

7. If you no longer observe the more important or interesting or lovely object
that you encounter in your milieU. For example, illou enter a strange office,
store, or home, and after leaving any of these places you cannot recall what was

in them, you no longer are observing wellor for that matter enjoying life
very much.

S. If you do not have any time to spare to become the things worth bring because

you are so preoccupied with getting the things worth having.
If you attempt tio schedule more and more in less and less time, and in doing so

make fewer and fewer allowances for unfOreseen contingencies. A concomitant

of this is a chronic sense of time urgency, orie of the core components of Type A

Behavior -Pattern.
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I() If, on meeting another severely Arleta! Type A person, instead of feeling
comp .suns for his affliction %% HI find yourself compelled to "challenge" him
I his a telltale trait because no one arouses the aggressive and or hostile
feelings of one I \ re A subject more quickly than another rype A subject.

I I It vou resort to certain characteristic gestures or nervous tics. For example, if

in consersation you frequently clench your fist, or hang your hand upon a table
or pound one fist into the palm of Your other hand in order to emphasize a
conversational point, you are exhibiting Fype A gestures Similar( . f the
corners of your mouth spasmodically, in fashion. ;ink backward
slightly exposing your teeth, or if you habitually clench your jaw, or even
grand your teeth. you are subject to muscular phenomena suggesting the
presence of a continuous struggle, which is, of course, the kernel of the Fype A
Behavior Pattern

I 2 If you believe that whatever success y011 have enjoyed has been due in go(xl
part to our ability to get things done'fastv than your fellow men and if you
are atraid to stop doing in crything faster and faster.

I I If you find yourself increasingly and ineluctably committed to translating and
evaluating not only your own but also the activities of others in terms of
"numbers

The charactigistics above mark the fully, developed, hardcore Type
A. Many' people properly classi:':ed as Type A exhibit these characteristics in
a lesser degree, however, If you area moderately afflicted Type A subject, for
example, you rarely feel or display much hostility. Your aggressiveness,
although in excess, has still not evolved into free-floating rancor. You do not
bristk with the barely governable rage that seethes so often just below the
surface of the personality of the full Type A person.

Similarly, your impatienL: is not of towering proixirtions. You may
attempt to squeeze more and more events into smaller and smaller pieces of.

time at work bur often you can avoid this practice in off hours. You do not feel
that you have topropel your -bicycle- faster and faster to keep your balance
once your business or professiOnal day has ended. At such times, like fire
wagon horses unharnessed. after returnimg from a fire, you may become almost

torpid. But again like fire horses, who, used to neigh and stomp their hooves
just as soon as they heard the first pealmf the fire alarm bell, so you, on hearing
the alarm clock in the morning, she dl your indolence and begin to hustle^
bustle, and resume your strife with -time.

Nor as a moderate Type A are you obsessively involved in c acquisi-
tion of sheer numbers. You are still aware of the many nonnumerat harming
aspects of full-bodied, full-souled livLmg, even if you cannot completely enjoy
and lase yourself in them.
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You Possess Type B Behavior Pattern:

I If you are completely free of all the habits and exhibit none of the tr.w.s we have

listed that harass the severely afflicted iype A person.
2 if 'y u never suffer from a sense of tune urgency with its accompaoying

irmatience.
3 !You harbor no free-floating hostility, and you feel no need to chspi:y or

discuss either your achievements or accomplishments unless such exposure is

demanded by the situation.
4 If, when you play, you do so to find fun .:ind relaxation, not to exhibit your

superiority at any cost
5 If you can relax without guilt, lust JS you can work without agitation.

The Type B person is far more aware of his capabilities than concerned

about what peers and superiors may think of, his actions. Unlike the Type A
person, who really is never quite certain of his virtues and cannot ever quite
face up to his deficiencies, you as a Type B know fairly Well the value of your
virtues and have resigned yourself to the restrictions that your deficiencies set
upon you. You seek and succeed in finding your self-confideno: by a process of
candid self-appraisal. The Type A man seeks but never quite succeeds in
finding self-confidence because he looks for it in the acquisition of an
ever-increasing set of 'numbers.-

You, too, may strive for the things worth having. Inde:d, as the
"tortoise" (which the Type A ';rabbit" more or less always believes you
are) you may, in -.he final stretch, obtain a greater share of the things worth
having than your Type A counterpart. But usually ( if yoti have not been too
critically wounded by the ethos of our times) you al:A) attempt t become at

least some of the things worth being. In any event, you do not build your life's
ladder with rungs composed solely of numbers.

You may not be a completely developed Type B, but if you are
relatively free of all the habits enslaving the Type A subject, and if you
exhil)it relatively rarely any of hiS traits, they you may still be classed as a
Type B. You may occasionally feel a sense of time urgency, but if you do, it
will be associated exclusively with your vocational and never with your
avocationa I activities. Also, even at work, you will not feel this stress except
during those limited periods when the demands of your position make it
logical-to feel that time is Short. For example, if you are an accountant, you
may well feel a sense of time urgency during the first two weeks of April.

But precisely like a fully developed Type B person, you, too, never
suffer from the presence of free-floating hostility nor do yOu habitually
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attempt to speed things up like a Type A.-You, too, strive to acquire the
things worth having, but again, you will not do so at the expense of totally
disregarding the pursuit of the things worth being.

We have presumed to slice the spectrum of personality types rather
sharply, and possibly, rather arbitrarily Even in our increasingly standard-
ized society. human beings poss.ss personalities that cannot he nearly so
precisely categorized as has been done here' Behavior types tendi to run
together to some extent. Then, too, there are some people (hut no more than
about 10 percent of an urban population) who possess some habits and
exhibit some traits that are Type A and some that are Type B. Ordinarily,
though, it is not difficult to recognize and differentiate persons with Type A
Behavior Pattern from perons with Type B....

In attempting to assess yourself, we should again like to suggest that
before you make your final decision whether you are a Type A or B person, you
request the advice and opinion of your spouse, or a relative or friend who
knows you well We have observed that many Type A persons are totally
unaware of either the presence or effects of their behavior pattern. They do
not notice their restlessness, their tense facial muscles, their tics, or their
strident-staccato manner of speaking. Nor are they always aware of their
free-floating hostilitywhen it is presentif only because they can rational'
ize it sci beautifully. Some Type A persons are not even aware of their sense of
time urgency; it has been present so long that it seems a part of their
personality. For that matter, they may he understandably reluctant to recog-
nize, as enslaving and spiritually devastating, .habits and traits that only
yesterday were held in high esteem by allincluding Horatio Alger and his
prosperous friends.

9
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THE BATTERED TEACHER

..11fre.,i 131oclt,

In December 1974, John S., a 41-year-old teacher, entered the sound

and control booth of an inner-city high school auditorium. As he closed the

door, he confronted two male students who had been cutting the power lines
and smashing electrical equipment. One of the students fled; the other'began

heating Mr. S. with his fists. When the student who h?.-2 tkd returned, he

held John S., while the other g,:abhed a chair and began battering the teacher's

head and shoulders. Mr. S's screams were unheard. The battering continued,

and John S. finally last consciousness."
During the 1975-76 school year, NEA estimates that some 63,000

classloom teachers were physically attacked by students. In a survey of

incidents on public school property, the Senate Juvenile Delinquency Sub-

committee reports that between 1970 and 1973 murders increased 19

percent; rapes, 40 perccm; robberies, 37 percent; and assaults on teachers, 77

rercent. This year, as in recent years, thousands of teachers will be threat-

ened, harassed, and physically assaulted on campu'.. They will become aware.

of their nersonal danger and vulnerability. Tilt.), will become fearful and

develop stress-relateu symptoms that will affect them psychologically and

physically.
Between 1971 and 1976, 1 evaluated 250 classroom teachers (and

treated some ,if them) who had symptoms of either physical trauma and/or

prolonged psychic stress. They were referred to me by other physician,
attorneys seeking workmen's compensation for their clients, and fellow
teachers. Most of them did not returi to campus; they are on disability as a

result of the physical and/or mental harassment they suffered on their jobs.

These teachers, White, Black, Mexican American, Asian American,
had all taught in inner-city schools within the Los Angeles Uoified School
District for periods of time ranging from two months to 14 years. All had
experienced, on campus, the physical and psychic trauma of beatings', assaults
with weapons; or continued harassment and threats of violence from students,

parents, and vagrants.. All presented symptoms of anxiety, fear, and depres-

sion. Many presented psychophysiological manifestations of prolonged stress
(e.g., migraine headaches, ulcers, hypertension).

From TALI s Eiu.ation. March April 1977 Copyright t 1977 he the National Education Amiociation of

the United State% Reprinted by permisioon
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Many of the psychological symptoms of these teachers IA slim kr
to those of people who have suffered from -combat neurosis" and of survivors
of war disasters (e.g., emotional tension, anxiety, insecurity, rughtmaves,
excessive startle response, phobias, cognitive impairment, blurred vision,
dizziness, fatigue, and irritability). Their physical symptoms, also similar to
those of combat neurosis, ranged from headaches and skin disorders to peptic
ulcers, hypertension, and respiratory problems.

The teachers who have presented symptoms comparable 10 combat
neurosis ate the battered teachers of this report. Ironically, during interviews,
many referrol to their schools as "battle zones.-

l he fuquwing.three c.ise studies from the group of teachers 1 treated
illustrate reactions to traumatic events and the effects of prolonged stress.
After a teacher has been physically attacked or repeatedly threatened, he or
she develops fear and anxiety. When this state is prolonged or aggravated and
the school administrators offer little or no support or protectio5, to the
teacher, the teacher experiences psychological and physical depletion and
ult [mate lv collapses.

Case I . Howard K., a 47-year-old teacher, had been assigned to an
inner-city high school between 1960 and 1974. He had been physically well
and had enjoyed his work until about the eighth year of his assignment, when,
he said, school morale and discipline deteriorated and campus violence and
vandalism increased markedly.

Despite the danger of trying to stop heated disputes on campus, Mr.
K., who believed that personal risks were secondary to maintaining order,
intervened in fights. On one occasion when he tried to stop a fight, partici-
pants and onlookers as well severely beat him. Subsequently, he hecaine the
target of several physical assaults by students, some of whom were members
of juvenile gangs. Then, when Mr. K. attempted to prevent a student from
stealing school equipment, the student drew a knife and threatened to kill.
him. Mr. K.'reported tk boy to the administrative office. The student was
suspended from school for three days. When he returned, he renewed his
threats to murder Mr. K.

A few weeks later, Mr. K. was surprised to find a door to the
auditorium unlocked after school hours. As he opened the door, a metal chair
and desk came crashing down from the balcony and missed him by inches. An
investigation revealed that a booby trap had been set to be activ when
that door opened..

. Approximately six years ago, Mr; K. was depressed and "rtioncl;/.'
He became easily fatigued and had difficulty climbing stairs without expe-
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riencing pain in his leg. His physician diagnosed the pain as -psychological.'
The pain worsened, and Mr. K. began to experience severe kg pain after
walk,ng short distances:- When the pair. increased to a level he described as

intolerable, he consulted another physician, who diagnosed the problem as
atherosclerosis of the major arteries of his legs, a stress-related disease. A
surgical replacement of these atherosclerotic vessels vith Teflon arteries'"
was performed with good results.

Mr. K. sustained his last beating from a student in February 1974.
Despite continued requests for transfer to another school, he was not given 3
new assignment. There was no exit!

To d'ate, he continues to suffer psychological symptoms of depression
(e.g., fatigue, nightmares and insomnia, damaged self-esteem, irritability).
Hc is unable to function in mans' capacities. He has not returned to teaching.

Cam 2 1 evaluated Ms. R., a 31-year-old high school teacher, in
November 1975 \She was hospitalized in December 1975 zfrer a suicide
attempt. .

She had successfully taught continuation classes for six years in
Northern California, because, she said, the school administrator had given
teacheitrong support and had protected the staff. When a knife-wielding
student threatened to "cut up- her face in 1972, she was able to escape and to
run for help. The administrator handled the situation so well that she
sustained little or no psychological sequelae from this trauma and returned to
school the next day.

When she began teaching at a Los Angeles inner-city school, how-
ever, her claSsroom and facilitie:., designed to accommodate 22 students, had
an enrollment of 30. Within week her class enrollment had swelled to 56
Many of these were -problem- students.

Students in her class harassed and threatened her. She saw violence
direCted toward other teachers at this school. Although she reported only the
threats that were directei toward her to the school administration, she was
offered neither psychological support nor physical protection. All requests to
reduce her class size or provide additional personnel or facilities were Ignored
or denied.

The patient became progressively more anxious and depressed. After
completing two months of this teaching assignment, she was passing out
report cards when a group of female students, angry about their low grades
and recorded absences, gathered around her and set her hair on fire. Others
present in the room helped pit out the fire. Afterward, when she attempted
to report this incident to the school principal, she was criticized for leaving
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the classroom and for not maintaining discipline among her students. In
addition, she was instructed not to discuss the assault with her fellow
teachers. She became agitated, anxious, and severely depressed. She has been
unable to return to teaching.

Gas,: 3. NI:. F., 29 Years old, was a high school teacher who was
pOpular among the students. On an especially hot and humid afternoon, he
held his afternoon class outside on the campus lawn in the shade. During the
class, three males, none of whom were students at the school, walked into the
circle of students. Mr. F. asked, Nlav I help You?" Wit!-,out responding, the
three grabbed Mr. F., threw him on his back, and then kicked and heat him
until he lost consciousness.

Mr. F. %vas treated at the hospital for facial, mouth, and gum
lacerations. Arne of his teeth had been knocked loose. When told of the
incident by telephone, the principal advised Mr. F. to return to class the next
day to show the students that violence had not Won.

Since this assault, Mr. F. has developed many physical complaints
and experiences episodes of. anxiety and paranoia. He has nightmares and
suffers from fatigue. Formerly an all around" college sithlete, he was a
dedicated and idealistic teacher, and though he has not left tie profession, he
is active]; seeking alternative employment.

Case I Illustrates the effects of physica! trauma and prolonged stress
on a teacher who experienced a psychological and psvchophysiological
breakdown. Case 2 illustrates a more acute psychological breakdown as the
result of stress and physical trauma. Case 3 illustrates psychological depic-
tion immediately following physical trauma. These three cases substantiate
the fact that continued stress cannot he sustained indefinitely without
symptoms of psYChological and/or physiological depletion. These patients
represent the new form of combat neurosisthe battered teacher.

During my interviews with these 250 teachers, only two of whom
had had previous psychiatric treatment, they pointed out the following
problems:

Psy,liologi..al an,l seinalL ,:omplaints. They reported ..omatic illnesses;

thev.complamed of fatigue and weakness, blurred vision, irritability, sensi-
twit.. to weather, difficulty in coping, dizziness, malaise, and depression.

Their specific complaints represented the full range of stress-related

illneSses. Cardiovascular symptoms included palpitations, hypertension,
arteriosclerosis, and coronary artery disease. Musculoskeletal symptoms
ancluded hack difficulties, cervical tension, headaches, etc. Respiratory
symptoms included repeated upper respiratory infections and bronchial
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asthma, hyperventilation. etc. Some teachers had evidence of physical trauma:
lacerations, bruises, etc., as well as head injuries, seizures, and deafness,

.Anticty .-onarrini4 the ,:oritunoi of 6:JIttrus riolcm:c. These teachers
reported that the violence aimed at them included direct threats of murder
and -ape, actual physical assault and injury by students with and .vithout
weapons, theft, arson, and various other forms of vandalism of personal
property. Violence on campus not specifically directed at them included
bombings of classrooms, theft and destruction of campus equipment, fights
between students and gang members, murder, and rape. They said that
open-locker searches on some of their campuses revealed drugs, dynamite,
knives, stilettos, ammunition, rifles, and handguns.

The presence of gang members, vagrants. and nonstudents on campus

has continued to plague inner-city schools as a major problem contributing to
violence. \lam battered teachers reported that neither the administration nor
security personnel are able to control the presence or actions of anonymous
vagrants.

These teachers described the combination of gang warfare and the
presence of weapons on campus as volatile. Ole teacher told of a gang member

who, recently transferred from another school and assigned to his metal shop
class, felt obliged to kill a student of an opposing gang whom he spotted in the
same class. The first student, exasperated because his intended victim had
failed to attend school that day, took out a pistol and fired two clips of
ammunition into the classroom and school office before staff members subdued
him. Security personnel were not li-nmediately available, because they were
concurrently investigating a stabbing incident that had occurred in another
area of the same campus.

La,:k of prcrarc,lress. These teachers indicated they were unprepared

to cope with school violence, especially when gang warfare and weapons
were involved. They-were not prepared physically or psychologically to he
the locus of threats and physical assault. Therefore, they relied on others to
protect them ( e.g., security officers or the administration). When disAlu;
stoned by their vulnerability and helplessness and the absence of protection or
support from the administration, they became anxious and fearful. This
phenomenon was reinforced with continued incidents of violence.

Whatever their initial motivation had been for teaching, nom had
received haste training to prepare them for the violence they encountered
in "combat zones.'

Diffialltv to reporting in,:dints.
I. Many said administrators made them feel responsible for being the targets
of violence. This they said was the most demoralizing aspect of reporting
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incidents. When this happened, they felt outrage, and because they were
unable to strike back, they experienced lowered self-esteem For example,
after Mr. K. ( Case.! ), who is Vv'hite, sustained a 15-minute battering from
an angry Black student wielding a chair, his principal told him, This
[ incident ] is your fault and reflects your inability to-communicate with the
minorities.
2. These teachers said the number of psychological assaults (threats, harass-

ments, intimidation) greatly exceeded the number of physical assaults, but
they were not considered reportable..
3 Although legally required to report incidents of violence, these 250
teachers were often discouraged from doing so. Frequently they stated that
school administrators gas e them the implicit message that it was "not in their
best interest- to report an incident. As a result, these teachers tried to
function under a Damoclean sword: the threat to their job security if they
were "unsuccessful teachers- and the continued ordeal of facing violence in
their classrooms and on campus.

4. Some of these teachers also said that in an attempt to keep out vagrants,
their schools required that classroom windows and doors remain locked
during class and opened only at the end of class. Because most intercommuni-

cation systems either were in disrepair or had been stolen, teachers who were
threatened by violence during a class period had no way to communicate for
help.

Overcrowded classiOms. These teachers reported that their classes
had as mans. as 75 percent more students than they should have had. Many
contained violence-prone students who had police records.

Poor leadership and ultimate breakdown of morale. Teachers who had

received little or no support after sustaining injuries or being threatened
stated that they believed the school administrators:were more concerned with
projecting an acceptable profile than they were with the safety of the teaching
staff (1 must emphasize that these teachers consistently stated that if their
schools had had adequate security measures and if their administrators had
been supportive, they could have continued with their teaching assignments:
One woman in this series, who had been violently beaten by a student, had
the full bind sympathetic support of her school principal; after recovering from

her phySical wounds, she returned to teaching and is doing fairly well. )
1I Difficulty in obtaiinniz transfers out of stressful areas. Teachers' requests

for trans ers to other schools in less stressful areas were usually denied, The
added fr istratit n of no escape from an intolerable situation short of resigna-
tion seethed to effect symptoms of final breakdown. Somatic and psychologi-
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cal complaints increased until the battered teacher became physically and
psychologically disabled.

Predisposing (actors.

I. An impaired ability to deal effectively with fear or danger was the
primary predisposing factor present in more than 75 percent of the teachers I

treated. Results of the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (NO )

and projective tests of these teacher indicated they are obsessional, passive, :
idealistic, dedicated persons, who are unable to understand or cope with the
violence directed toward them. When they were the targets of violence or
hostility, they were .unable to strike out or retaliate and internalized their
rage and fear. (Military personnel with this same personality structure
comprised more than 15 percent of the psychiatric casualties of World War
IL Their levels of anxiety and depression were usually high, and they tended
to focus upon physical symptoms of their anxiety, e.g., heart palpitations,
headaches, gastrointestinal disorders. )
2. Many of these teachers had an attitude of defeatism caused by poor .

leadership. Those from schools where administrative support was inadequate
reported low school morale and a high incidence of psychological and physical
complaints among the faculty. The same phenomenon was oLerved in war
studies. Leadership and total support are as v italzto good morale of teachers in

combat zones as to military personnel in combat situations
As indicated above, the battered teachers of this series have shown

the same correlation between incidence of their symptoms and factors of stress

as military personnel suffering from combat neurosis.
Military personnel, however, know that upon completion of a

combat mission or upon surviving for a certain period of time in a war zone,
they will be rotated to a nonstressful place for rest and recuperation before
being returned. Studies show that this procedure has a positive effect on their

adverse physical symptoms.'
Treatment for military psychiatric casualties includes rest,,sedation,

ventilation of anxieties, abreactions and narcosis, followed by rapid return to
the front. Treatment for teaches who present symptoms of trauma ctr
continued stress however, is usually disallowed until they collapse fr'm
ci,:npiete physiological or psychological depletion. There are administra'..irs
who simply dismiss them as unsuccessful teachers

Teachcrs c, r. survive in stressful schools if proper procedures are
intiated. The essential measures of prevention and control of stress and trauma

are as follows:
I. Preparedness. Psychological and physical training for the stiesslui situation
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is crucial for the survival of these teachers. Such training could minimize the
impact of violence on them.
2 Crisis Inicricwion t.zn-o. Crisis intervention units should he available in each
school district. 1..ey would consist of two or more empathic teachers with
mental health trairmig and experience who would immediately go to the aid
of the battered teacher. Of course, persons who sustain an attack may need
additional psychiatric treztment to diminish the posttraumatic effects.
3. 11erali.

The teaching staff must have the support of school board members
and administrators.

Personal security should he guaranteed to each teacher while on
the school grounds.

While assigned to inner-city schools with high violence profiles,
teachers should receive hazard pay or some other compensation.

After attacking a teacher or any other member of the staff, violent
students should not he allowed to return to the same classroom. Too often,
after a short absence, these students return to school as heroes. I recommend
their suspension for longer periods.

The three R'srotation, rest, and recuperation from the combat
zonesshould be afforded the teachers, i.e., at the end of a maximum two-or
three-year period, the teachers shouid be rotated to a less stressful school.

Classroom teachers should have an opportunity to report .iircalr
to the school board about unfair ac!:ninistrators, overcrowding, violence, etc.
This would he constructive in that teachers will know that ''someone is
listening, and that when needed, remedial measures may be taken.
4. Slurine,. Teachers should have the oportunity ''to share" or ''to work
through'' the violent events that they encounter. Working through at the
individual and group level is an important aspect of the ultimate acceptance of
the event and its consequences. This should relieve some of the teacher's
psychic load and facilitate the development of good morale. Sharing will
relieve tension and help de.elop camaraderie among members of the teaching
staff.
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Part Two:
What to Do About It

0
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HOW SOME TEACHERS
AVOID BURNOUT

Anireu Du firm. Jerry Fouler, L.irry Hoiberg,
James E Fase Morrison, Peggic Case Paulus,

Elizabeth Pruke, San. ly Stein, aid Bettie Burros Youngs

You've had it, you say' Simply getting up in the morning and
dragging yourself to school is agony. You're dissatisfied with your work,
depressed. exhausted. You're suffering from career claustrophobia and you

find Yourself screaming inwardly, 'Let me out ' You are, in short, a victim of
teacher burnout. You are not alone. Teacher burnout is a debilitating disease,
caused by a number of hugs lack of mobility, less turnover on teaching
staffs. public scrutiny of schools, media assa ilt, budget reversals, vou name it.
But there are cures, and they work, Instriclor went in search of them, talking
with psychiatrists. counselors, and teachers themselves. We found them. If
your flame's dying, here's the fuel vouneei....

Kindergarterrteachers -inVortheastern Colorado have organized
KIDS ( Kindergarten Instructional Development Society ). They hold a mini-
workshop once every two months in different areas of their state. Meetings
start promptly at 6 P.M. and end at 9 P.M. Each teacher brings one idea to
share with the others. Topics include math games, science, fairy tales,
puppets, reading, and so on. It's a tremendous wa:, to keep excited about
teaching, says Hilda Barelman, one of the organizers.

.Make ten t'on's w freshen your aa. What do veteran teachers do to keep

fresh, excited, and wide-eyed about teaching? Peggie Case Paulus suggests
these ten commandments. Raise ',our right hand and read aloud:

Keep alert to changing methods and philosophies.
II. Attend conferences, workshops, and in -service programs with an open

mind.

Listen to other teachers in your school.
IV. Avoid like the plague the stereotype of talking only about school after

hours.

Reprinted from I \STRIICTOR. January 1979 Copyright .,) by the Instructor Publications,
In Used hs permission
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V. Keep alert physically and mentally.
VI. Keep in step with students and find out about their hobbies; movies,

and music.
VII. Discard . . discard . . . discard old ideas, old prejudices, old materials.
VIII. Read more than "Dick and Jane'' hooks and subscribe to professional

magazines.

IX. Be 11ible and avoid doing something just because it's always been
done that way.

X. Keep your senses sharpened. your mind keen, and Your heart open to
remain an enthusiastic teacher! Roe Cis Paulus

Shake your ,:areer sugnancv blues. Making a career change is one way to
overcome malaise. But reflecting on why you went into teaching, discovering
new strengths within yourself, is an effective, and probably 1.,ore practical,
alternative. Consider what motivates you. Is It money? Control over your
life? Feeling significant to others? Inner fulfillment? Answer these questions
and perhaps you'll be on the road out of career stagnancy. Check each box
getting a yes answer.
o Are-you enjoying your career?

Are you getting the most out of life?
Do you use your pot-ntial?
Are you making the best use of your time and skills?
Do you value productive work?
Are you happy teaching?

P. you checked fewer than three boxes, answer the following:
1. Why dill you pa into teaching?
2. What positive attitudes did you feel when you first began?
3. Have those attitudes changed? Why?
4. What activities in teaching are most satisfying?

WEat are the settings and skills You use in those activities?
6. What activities Grp least setisiving?

Now, determine I.ow you can change those activities you dislike and
improve those activities You enjoy. Bente Burros Youngs

How Jo aratenzed tuckers kccr going? What suggestions do they have for

you?
Tom Bernagozzi, Bay Shorc, \cii, York: Get away summers. I've taken

study tours to England and Spain. When possible get away weekends, too.
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When getting stale, sit down with friends who teach to design a new unit.
Attend and give workshops I find creating my own musicals with third
graders stimulating also

Bissen. Vlitte Plains. New Yerk Get involved with things outside
of schoolorganic gardening. bee colonies, peanut growing. Don't get tied
down to somebody else's program Keep in touch ss ith people who are alive
and moving ahead. And make changes: Twelve years ago, I went to Africa for
two years. This Year I switched to a new school, which is invigorating.

Glcnnci Ian Brun, Eu 4enc. Organ: Take a leave of absence. After nine
years of teaching, I'm pursuing a Ph.D. to rents,. my energies and do more
in-depth reading.

Dcan Reilcsicr, York: Get away from it all. Driving out
west last summer with my wife annd camping high in the mountains got me
over my seven-year itch I plan to keep this spirit alive by forming an
Adventure Club for adults; by bicycling, by staving close to the cutting edge.

hltl \ekon. Cits. Cizliforma. One wav to avoid burnout is to
go on a shared-contract with another teacher. I just had a baby and I work
halftime with another special ed teacher. It's a good way to keep profession-
ally active without burning out

EVER CWIDER A SABBATICAL?

Many teachers are failing to take sabbaticals, the traditional safe-
guard against burnout, according to officials at NEA. While funds have been
cut in some areas, they still exist° in many others. Contact your local
administration or union to see if you might be eligible. What could you do?
Mena Toppan. first-grade teacher in Lexington, Massachusetts, traveled from

laska to Argentina studying Native Am.. !ican groups. A Brattleboro, Ver-
mont, third-grade teacher studied minimum zompetencies in her state. Write
curriculum groups, organizations, exchange programs, triivel programs, state
departments of ,..duca non , f:deral grant-giving agencies and so on to cook up
sour own year away from it ;1;1

Take a year's hair Jbscna. Julie and Larry Fuhrman Davis, Young-
stown, Ohio, retired for a year. They had saved their money and made a few
sound ins estments; so they spent their time entertaining, camping, traveling,
and skiing. After ten Years of teaching, they felt they needed a change. They
returned to teaching recharged.
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THESE SCHOOLS HELP SAVE TEACHERS

At Rockford Elementary School, Minnesota. Principal Robert
Ziegler has traziltrs grai's periodically It breaks up routines. provides
new challenges, and reinforcesthe adage, "variety is the spice of life."

Sandy Stein, a former therapist in Madison, V,Tisconsin, conducted
an in-service course. Hugging Helps. A hug is any kind of ixisitive feedback
("You gave that Lsson well '') and she believes it helps prevent burnout.

-SO-me psychologists feel that those who survive burnout are the
ones who've learned to pace themselves and withstand stress,- Stein notes.
"1 think' that what causes burnout : the negative reinforcement people
getas in, 'You're five minutes late' -rather than an affirmation fOr what
they're doing that's creative, Innovative, or right.- The Hugging Helps
course reminds people that it's okay to compliment yourself and others,: the
sessions teach people how to do it.

Another in-service course popular in Madison is Choosing, Chang-
ing, Recharging Your Career. And *! principal in one of the system's
districts has organized an Employee . ;sistance Program and an Employee
Health Program for all his employees.

Supervisors in Grand Forks, North Dakotl, have taken the offensive
against the pressure on teachers for accountability and designed a fine -step
obsmation program to help teachers improve their teaching.,The teachers
themselves decide what they want to accomplish in class and when. Supervi-
sors meet with teachers before and after the observations, giving positive
feedback and suggestions for improvement. Larry Hoikrg

A friend, a helper, a guide . .. that's what new teachers get in the
Orleans Parish School System in New Orleans during the crucial first two
years of teaching. They can call confidentially one of eight teacher ahocatcs for

help with curriculum and discipline problems. Advocates also work with
teacher selection committees and provide in-service workshops The program
has paid offthere have been fewer resignations and teachers feel the system,
cares. Elizabeth Prime

A FlAztmg Fa,:ultv of 19 master teachers and one principal rezharges
teachers iri Prince George's County, Maryland. Since teachers have fewer
opportunities to interact with their peers than those in other professions, the
FF spends two weeks in a school, providing practical assistance in imple-
menting reading competency strategies. During the firs' three days, the team
replaces classroom teachers so they can attend workshops Then one aternber of
a faculty is paired with a fellow professional for other workshops and
demonstrations. Teachers feel it improves more than their reading ins:ruction.
It generates new ideas am] fires up a school. Jerry Fouler
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Rcoleu (Renewing Enthusiastic Emplosment in Education
Work ) gives employees grants for special projects in Palo Alto. California.
Part of the 524.000 budgeted in 1977 went to release a teacher from her class
to write a unit on the King Tutankhamen exhibit before it armed in the area
Another grant +%ent to Nt from t%o schtx)Is to plan 'car-long, staff-
development meetings. And a teacher with an outstanding reading program
became a demonstration teacher for others in nearby schools.

The project also has a Personal Help Center where district counsel-
ors are available for short-term, confidential consultations, which in some
cases have saved careers.

Another positive practice in Palo Alto is the releasing, each year, of
one classroom teacher to plan curriculum activities around a textbook adop-
tion in one of Ilse basic subject areas. After this special assignment. the
teacher returns to the classroom professionally renewed famcs \lath:oft

Man, c lalscj cimplc uzs to 11v: I hurriota
I One reacher hire.; oldzr students to do routine clerical work, stays late at

school finishing her work before leaving the building, takes a short nap at
noon to restore her energy, and finds a staff budcr each year.

2 Others jog before or after school or at noon. It limbers the bodies, renews
spirits, and calms nerves

3 If parent conference schedules are impossible. your school may wart to
restructure your school week as teachers in some areas have done. They
begin school 15 minutes earlier to meet the required instructional
minutes and have ore minimum day per week for parent conferences and
curriculum planning.

4 Teachers drn.en to distraction by working individually with beginning
reading students find it more relaxing to work a longer jay! By having
half their students come early and leave early and half come late and leave
late, they have reading groups twice a day.

5 Mon ung bulletins in each teacher's box can cut clown on staff meetings,
fr a drain at the end of the day.
iione faculties p:an a nearly fall retreat to meld personalities and to set a
focus for the school year (or in the early spring, to redirect energies fOr
the year) These sessions help teachers work cooperatively and avoid
stress.

A "Good Times" pa-ty in the spring can be jus.:.for parents and teachers.
Precede a potluck dinner and dance with small preparty gatherings in'
various homes, mixing teachers and parents.
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8. Older teacherstired but not ready to step out of teaching entirely
may elect a preretirernent plan in many sections of the country. From age
50, teachers may elect to work 20 to 30 days a Year in the school at a
professional task mutually acceptable to teachers and administration
Remuneration 'varies from 30 to 50 iv:cent of salary depending on rhe
plan chosen, and it can go as long as five years Faye Morrison

WHAT CA \ EDUCATIO\ LEAR\ FROM INDUSTRY

Dr. Mortimer Feinberg has seen many a depu-ssed, burned-out
executive. As an industrial psychologist, he has worked with the nation's
largest corporations We wondered just how he'd treat burned-out elemen-
tary teachers

-First. we have to determine if the depress:on is internalized,- he
said -If sou have trouble sleeping, no appetite c- sexual drive, emotional
bursts of anger, you prebahly have internalized kinds of problems A.icl need
professional counseling. Maybe the solution is retirement or changing jel-i;.

-But, if You're perfectly happy away from your job, then you know
that it is an external problem and your job is getting to you. For these people,
we can do something.

. "The mind is like a tire. If it isn't rotated, it is gong to wear out
faster. To rotate the mind, don't have it constantly in the same gear. Maybe
switch assignments for a year, kindergarten this sear, fourth grade next. But
also go beyond that Spend your leisure time with adults. Do something
different evenings and summers.

-It's important to build self-este-m. Man; industries have adopted
the Japanese practice of a godfather placing a perscin in charge of newer
employees to inspire or teach, to as a guardian. Schools. could, and should,
adopt this practice.

"There are other ways to build esteem. For example, everyone has
some .rxpertic of specialized talent. If the word went ,Nit that Ms. was
gcng to conduct a wty.-kshoo on her ialcnt--casserole cooking, tit.: Constitu-
tion of the U.S., macrame, whatever after school on Tuesday, other teachers
would benefit and she would. be recognized as an expert.

"Schools should ask local business Jnd sports figures to talk to the
kids about their experiences in elementary school. Such revelations enhance
the prestige of elementary teachers and give thenc greater importance in the
eyes of their pupils..
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Many industries spend a lot of money jes doping athlei.c facilities
for its employees' after-hours use Schools a: read,.. have these facilities. A
physical workout after school to limber tiregi muscles will go a great w.r.-
towa-d eliminating mental weariness

Finally we teachers. parents. the business communitymi...c
work toward ra ing the status of the t acher in the professional field. The
public must perceive t...".1:71ati.s professionals as it did sears ago The health
of our educational system depends on the effectiveness and mental attitudes of
its teachers Well have fewer burned-out teachers when they begin to feel
and assume their great influence and importance in the future cf the ration."

BUR \OUT SURVIVAL KIT FOR THE ROAD

the following mac add aid and comfort to you while you battle
ass as the burr--)ut blues

A aincr Raleu Fali 1977 ) 'leachers on Teaching
Chili Car.,: 21.21-to-1, (Summer 1977.1, Vol. 6, No. 2 "Symposium:

Stress and Burn-Out in Child Care.
On Ti-J..tninz, by Herbert Kohl (Schycken).
Professwful Burn-out A Persoral Surilial Kit for How t' HcI' alias

Without Burning loursclf Out, LeRoy Spaniol, Ph.D. and Jennifer Caputo.
Human Services Associates, Massachusetts Ave., Lexington, MA 02173
(SIO:

Toublei by Esther P. Rothman (McKay).

Csantrilantorria J I k.tarix and rruks*or r,F hehaa natal wien..ea C ollcate of &aims. Rualicster
Inatituie le Ica hrxiltig. in S. ex. } ;a v. Ch Floating Fault. in Prince George a Count. Upper
Slarlhoro Mara land prin.-pal J S,cirw Kell,. Sakai. ...rand Fort,. Nxirrh Dakota Ja.wt E %tic ants to

(None F Irmentarx Sahixil Palo Alto (.al shim, f ay. la reading Ltstriultarit for Palo Alto S.hooi
Drain. t C alaYvmu Ro:k taw Paul... la a Itit grade English reamer at St John Sabra.' Houston Icxa, t.lizabah

a teaahet adkmate in Sic.. Orleans I OU.I.Uld .1.0.1. WI N Aid a aretzh And language therapist IA 16, the Madisur.
Pahl, ti fund. Vs isaiinain lir. No.., 1 okore la a reading resouhe ICJ. hcr lor the Des Sloane. Puhl, Sahonls in loa.a And
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THE NIBBLE METHOD-OF OVERCOMING
STRESS

Lynn Can

The first step is to analyze just what is causing your overload. I have
.found that making a-list, getting it all down on paper, is an effective way to
start. rite down everything that you dislike about your life and everything
that has Changed 'in your life in the last twelve months. That may not cover
every stress,'-but it should Come close. A woman's list might. read like this:

..1: My daughter broke her arm.
'2. The people upsta rs play their stereo too loud.
.3. I just got fired.
4. I can't balance my checkbook.
5. The car needs two new tires, but I don't have the money.
6. My new shoes are killing me.
7. I am overweight, and 1 hate myself for it:
8. My mother is seriously ill.
9. I've been having spotting between my periods.

10. My ex-husband is three months behind on his child-support
payments.

Whatever it is that is making your life a burden, write it down, Then
study your list: What can you eliminate? If you were the woman whose
miseries are listed above, how would you lighten your stress load?

First of all, your daughter's arm will heal. There is the doctor's bill,
of course, but if you explain your circumstances to himespecially numbers
three and tenhe will probably let the bill ride.for a couple of months. Or

. you might suggest he send the bill to your ex-husband.
As for problem number two, have you discussed the decibel level

with your neighbors? They may be absolutely unaware of Your distress.
Suggest a compromise. No blasting music after ten in the evening. Or write a
funny note. If all' else fails; complain to the landlord.

From Life.Lincs by Lynn Caine. Copyright 1977. 1978 by Lynn Caine. Reprinted by
permission of Doubleday and Company, Inc.
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Getting fired is always a shock. But you will get another job, and it
may well be better suited to your abilities and talents. For the tune being,
this is a real stress breeder. 1 he best way to deal with it is to cut down on
other stresses so that you can put all your energies into the job hunt.

As for the checkbook, if You really can't balance it, trot on down to
the hank. They will help you. And on number five, unless the rubber is worn
through, you might just make a point of using the car as little as possible and
driving slowly until you get a new job. If the tires are dangerous, and You
need the car every day, well, you'd better go ahead and buy new tires. Its
better to take on some installment payments than to risk your lifeand those
of others. If your new shoes are killing you take them off.

AStop hating yourself for being overweight. Set a date for going on a
dievand getting more exercise, like two weeks from today. A month from
today. And then sC sip thinking about Your weight until then. When the diet
date comes around, your life may he a hit less stressful, and dieting will he
easier

Your mother's illness is worrying you, but if you have done every:
thing you can for her you should not waste energy in useless worry. But you
should .take care of yourself. See the doctor about, that spotting between
periods. It may he nothing at all ind then You can stop worrying about it. If it
rs something, then You can take steps to correct it. As for not being able to
afford a visit to the doctor, tell him about problems three and ten again.
You'll he able to work something out,

And finally, send your ex-husband a letter .saying that if his check is
not received within the next ten days, he will he hearing from your lawyer.

These may sound like glib solutions, but I do not mean them to be.
No one's life is all that simple. But these can serve as guidelines to help you
think about lightening the stresses in your own life. Once you start thinking
about the problems 'you have written down, you will find that most of them
have at least partial solutions.

But how do vou,get started at fixing up your life and removing the
stresses? First .be aware that starting is painful, extremely painful, despite all
the Band-Aid therapies that promise so much. To achieve anything worth-
whild and lasting, one must prepare for a lot of hard work and self-discipline.
Beware of 'easy answers.

Change is hard and slow and can only be achieved by consistent
work. I have had some success with what I call the nibble method, the small
steps that build self-confidence. We commit self-sabotage by establishing
unrealistic goals for ourselves; instead make goals realistic. If you want to firm
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up your body don't begin by promising yourself that you will do a hundred
sit-ups the first day. Anyone who isn't crippled can do ten revolutions on a
stationary bicycle, or two kg raises. Remember that the consistent repetition
will become/part of you. If you nibble away at your faults, change will come
naturally, easily, inevitably.

And one should always he on the lookout for support systems. After
Martin died, it took me a long time to realize that it require's generosity to
accept generosity, I then refused help, feeling that accepting help would
reveal my neediness and incompetence. I felt that unless I could reciprocate, I
couldn't accept favors. That was long before I realized that eventually we all
need help. Everyone has her turn.

Some years ago, I was working latetoo latebecause I was
struggling over a letter I had to write to a difficult,demanding author. It's not
easy to communicate with someone you dislike, and I was unable to find the
words. In order to avoid my unpleasant chore, I left my office to see my friend
Paula, who was also working late.

Like me, she was also struggling. This intelligent, articulate woman
was unable to compose a cablegram she had to send tha night to someone she
disliked. Whimsically, I suggested that we exchange tasks. I had no mental
block about her chore, she had none about mine. We quickly got our work
done and went out for an exceptionally pleasant dinner, relieved of our
anxiety and resentment.

That incident was the genesis of a support group we formed many
years later, the purpose of which was to relieve our friends of as many
irritating little chores as possible by exchanging mental blocks. We began by
making a list of the tasks we did well and quickly and another list of the
things we simply couldn't do. .

Peggy is terrific at filling out forms and wrapping packages. Carol"
excels at almost everything but cannot fill out certain forms and is terrified of.
making dentist's appointments. Grace, who is a genius at organizing fi les and
anything else, is such a hypochondriac that she is unable to make any kind of
doctor's appointment. Cathy is a wonderful shopper, knows where to find
everything at bargain prices, but cannot write prompt condolence letters and
thank-you notes. I write prompt condolence letters and thank-you notes but
procrastinate about paying bills.

We assigned areas of responsibility. Peggy sent for and filled out
Carol's forms; I called her children's dentist and made appointments. Carol in
turn paid my bills and balanced my checkbook. I called Grace's numerous
doctors and made appointments for herand so forth. Exchanging chores
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doesn't solve all our problems, but it helps to reduce the stress level for all of

us. Besides, its lots of fun.
Remember, too, that vou have options. There is -always more than

One way to handle any situation. Make a list of your options. After consider-

ing them, you may decide that you have already taken the most effective

option, or you may hit on something better. Studying Your list will also help
you realize that time will take care of many of your present sourcesof stress

.

and that they will disappear eventually. There is nothing one can do to soften

the immediate trauma of death or divorce, those high-stress events, but it will
help if you are aware that the pain will ease in tune, that you will not always

hurt this much.
Try to slow down a little. Learn to develOp perspective. I don't say

stop worrying. Worrying has its constructive side. Someone has dcscriFed

worry as compulsive pagan prayer,- an unconscious plea for help with
problems too complicated to solve, burdens too heavy to shoulder.

A recent study at the Medical Institute of Benares Hindu University
in India established that Yoga and meditation significantly lower stress. Yoga
is notcle only way of relieving stress, of course. Almost any kind of strenuous

exercise reduces stressbrisk walking, swimming, dancing, bicycling, jog-

ging,jumping rope. Sing a song; it doesn't matter if it's off key, you will feel

better for it. Laugh. There is a reason for the telephone company's success
with its dial-a-joke service. Laughter cuts stress build-up.

If your stress . . . is too much, . depression sets in or psychosomatic

ills start plaguing you. [Then] I would advise [you] ] to reach out for heir.
Help does not necessarily mean a psychologist. But you should talk to
someone. Your doctor may be able to suggest ways to,ease your tension, or

your minister, priest, rabbi, or other religious counselor may be helpful Some

[people ] are blessed with good and wise. friends who know how to listen.
And often that is all that is neededa listening ear. As we talk about our
problems, they somehow seem to become less terrifying,.easier to cope with.

But if you feel that you need professional help, reach out for that,
Don't feel yourself a failure or incompetent in any way. Seeking help shows
that you are intelligent and that you value yourselfa healthy attitude.
Finding a good psychologist or therapist is not so difficult as it used to be
(except in rural communities In most areas, your doctor, the hospital, the

medical society can refer you to good people.
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TWENTY WAYS I SAVE TIME

Alan Likein

1. I don't waste time regretting my failures.
2. 1 don't waste my time feeling guilty about what I don't do.
3. I don't read newspapers or magazines (except occasionally).
4. 1 don't own a television set.
5. I've given up forever all ''waiting time.- If I have to -wait- !consider

it a -gift of time'' to relax, plan or do something I would not otherwise
have done.

6. I carry blank 3 x 5 index cards in my pocket to jot down notes and ideas.
7. I always plan first thing in the morning and set priorities for the day.
8. I keep a list of specific items to he done each day, arrange them in

priority order, and then do my best to get the important ones done as
soon as possible.

9. I ask myself, -Would anything terrible happen if I didn't do this
priority item ?" If the answer is NO, I don't do it.

10. I always use the 80/20 rule. ( 80 percent of the value comes from doing
20 percent of the items.)

1 1.. I concentrate on one thing at a time.
12. I delegate everything I possibly can to others.
13. I generate as little paperwork as possible and throw away anything I

possibly can.
14. I handle each piecCof paper only once.
15. I keep my desk top cleared fqr action and put the most important thing

in the center of my desk.
16. I have a place for everything (so I waste as little time as possible looking

for things).
17. I save up all trivia for a three-hour session once a moral
18, I try not to think of work on the weekends.
19. I relax and -do nothing'. rather frequently.
20. I recognize that inevitably some of my time will he spent on activities

outside my control and don't fret about it..

Reprinted with permission from f lot, 1,, (Kt Control Time aid Y011I Lifi by Alan Lakem COpyright fi

1973 by Alan Irkein Published hs. Das id McKas Co , Inc
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HOW TO BRING FORTH THE
RELAXATION RESPONSE

He rbcrt Benson

The case for the use of the Relaxation Response by healthy but
harassed individuals is straightforward. It can act as a built-in method of
counteracting the stresses of everyday living which bring forth the fight-or
flight response. We have also shown how 'the Relaxation Response may be
used as a new approach to aid in the treatment and perhaps prevention of
diseases such as hypertension. In this [article], we will review the compo-
nents necessary to evoke the Relaxation Response and present a specific
technique that we have developed at Harvard's Thorndike Memorial Labora-
tory and Boston's Beth Israel,Hospital, We again emphasize tlfat, for those
who may suffer from any disease state, the potential therapeutic use of the
Relaxation Respmse tihnidd he practiced only under the care and superVisiOn
of a physician.

W. reviewed the Eastern and Western religious, cultic, and lay
practices that led to the Relaxation Response. From those age'old techniques
we have extracted four basic components necessary to bring forth that
response:

(1) A Quiet Em.ironment
Ide"allv, you should chose a quiet, calm environment with as

few distractions as possible. A quiet room is suitable, as is a place of
worship. The quiet environment contributes to the effectiveness of
the repeated word or phrase by making it easier to eliminate
distracting thoughts.

(2; A Mona! Da'icc
To shift the mind from logical, externally oriented thought,

there should he a constant stimulus: a sound, word, or phrase
repeated silently or aloud; or fixed gazing at an object. Since one of
the major difficulties in the elicitation of the Relaxation Response is

From The Rdahlon Rc'v hs Herbert Benson. M D , with Miriam Z. Kipper Copyright a 1975 by
William Morrow and Company. In Reprinted by permission of the publisher
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"mind wandering,- the repetition of the word or phrase ira way to
help break the train of distracting thoughts. Your eyes are usually
closed if you are using a repeated sound or word; of course, your eyes
are open if you are gazing. Attention to the normal' rhythm of
breathing is also useful and enhances the repetition of the sound or
the word.'

(3) A Passive Attitude
When distracting thoughts occur, they are to he disregarded

and attention redirected to the repetition or gazing; you should not
worry about how well you are perforMing the technique, because this may

well prevent the Relaxation Response from occurring. Adopt a "let
it happen- attitude. The passive attitude is perhaps the most important
element in eliciting the Relaxation Response. Distracting thoughts willoccur. Do

not worry about them. When these thoughts do present themselves and you

become aware of them, simply return to the repetition of the mental device These

other thoughts do not mean you are performing the technique incorrectly. They

are to be expected.

(4) A Comfortable Position

A comfortable posture is important so that there is no undue
muscular tension. Some methods call for a sitting position. A fe'vli
practitioners use the cross-legged "lotus" position of the Yogi. If
you are lying down, there is a tendency to fall asleep. As we have
noted previously, the various postures of kneeling, swaying, or
sitting in a cross-legged position are believed to have evolved to
prevent falling asleep. You should be comfortable and relaxed.

It is important to remember that there is not a single method that is
unique in eliciting the Relaxation Response. For example, Transcendental
Meditation is one of the many techniques that incorporate these components.
However, we believe it is not necessary to use the specific Method and
Specific secret, personal sound taught by Transcendental Meditation. Tests at
the Thorndike Memorial Laboratory of Harvard have shown slut a similar technique used

with any sound or phrase or prayer or mantra brings forth the same physiologic changes noted

during Transcendental Meditation: decreased oxygen consumption; decreased
carbon-dioxide elimination; decreased rate of breathing. In other words using
the basic necessary components, any one of the age-old or the newly derived
techniques produces the same physiologic results regardless of the mental
device used. The following set of instructions, used to elicit the Relaxation
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Response, was developed by our group at Harvard's Thorndike Memorial
Laboratory and was found to produce the same physiologic changes we had
observed during the practice of Transcendental Meditation. niis technique is
now being used to lower blood pressure in certain patients. A noncultic
technique, it is drawn with little embellishment from the four basic compo-
nents found in the myriad of historical methods. We claim no innovation but
simply a scientific validation of age-old wisdom. The technique is our current
method of eliciting the Relaxation Response in our continuing studies at the

Beth Israel Hospital of Boston.

( I ) Slt ,poorly in a comfortable position.

( 2) Olse your eves.
( 3) Deeply relat all your muscles, beginning at your feet andsprogre.ssing up, to

your face. Keep them related,

( 4 ) Breathe through your nose. Become aware of your breathing. As you breathe

out, say the trod. ONE, silewly to yourself. For etample, breathe 11L

. OUT, -0.\E; OUT, -0.\E; etc. Breathe easily and

naturally.

(5) Continue. for 10 to 20 minutes. You may open your eyes to check the time,

but 3o not use an alarm. When you finish, sit quietly for sereral minutes, at

first with your eyes closed and later with your eves Opened. Do not standup

for a few minute s.

( 6 ) Do not wo'rry about whether you are successful in achiering a deep level of

rela ration. NI,:intain a passive attitude awl permit relatation to incur at its

ottli pace. \then distracting thoughts occur, try to ignore them by not

dwelling upon them and return to repeating "ONE. With practice, the

response should come with little effort. Practice the tec!mique once or twice

daily, but not within two hours after any meal, since the aigestire processes

seem to ititCrfirC with the elicitation of the Reparation RespOnse.

The subjective feelings that accompany the elicitation of the Relaxa-
tion response vary among individuals. The majority of people feel a sense of
calm and feel very relaxed. A small percentage of people immediately
experience ecstatic feelings. Other descriptions that have been related to us

imvIve feelings of pleasure, refreshment, and well-being. Still others have
noted relatively little change on a subjective level. Regardless of the subjec-
tive feelings described by our subjects, we have found that the physiologic

changes such as decreased oxygen consumption are taking plaCe.
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There is no educational requirement or aptitude necessary to expe-
rience the Relaxation Response. just as each of us experiences anger, coment-

ment, and excitment, each has the capacity to experience the Relaxation
Response. It is an innate response within us. Again, there are many ways in
which people bring forth the Relaxation Response, and your own individual
considerations may F. applied to the four components involved. You may
wish to use the technique wt have presented but with a different mental
device. You may use a syllable or phrase that may be easily repeated and
sounds natural to you.

Another technique you may wish to use is a prayer from your
religious tradition. Choose a prayer that incorporates the four elements
necessary to bring forth the Relaxation Response. As we have shown ... we
believe every religion has Such prayers. We would reemphasize that we do
not view religion in a mechanistic fashion simply because a religious prayer
brings forth this desired physiologic response. Rather, we believe, as did
William James, that these age-Old prayers are one way to remedy an inner
incompleteness and to reduce inner discord. Obviously, there are inane other
aspects to religious beliefs and practices which have little to do with the
Relaxation Response. However, there is little reason not to make use of an
appropriate prayer within the framework of your own beliefs if you are most
comfortable with it.

Your individual considerations of a particular technique may place
different emphasis upon the components necessary to elicit the Relaxation
Response and also may incorporate various practices into the use of the
technique. For example, for some a quiet environment with little distraction
is crucial. However, others prefer to practice the Relaxation' Response in
subvviys or trains. Some people choose always to practice the Relaxation
Response in the same place at a regular time.

Since the daily use of the'Relaxation Response necessitates a slight
change in life-style, some find it difficult at first to keep track of the regularity
with which they evoke the Response. In our investigations of tie Relaxation
Response, patients use [a j calendar.... Each time they practice the Relaxa-.
tion Response, they make a check in the appropriate [place]. .

It may be said, as an aside that many people have told us that they
use our technique for evoking.the R, taxation Response while lying in bed to
help them fall asleep. Some have even given up sleeping pills as.a result. It
should be noted, however, that when voulall asleep using the technique, you
are not experiencing the Relaxation Response, you are asleep. As we have
shown, the Relaxation Response is different from sleep...
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One should not use the Relaxation Response in an effort to shield
oneself or to withdraw from the pre.ssures of the outside world which are

necessary for everyday functioning. The fight-or-flight response is often appropriate

and should not he thought of as always harmful. It IS a /leit'SSary turt of owphysioh?ki; and

psv.holnkual makeup, a usefu! rektion to many situations in our ,.urrent uvrli. Modern

society has forced is to evoke the fight-or-flight response repeatedly. We are

not using it as we believe our ancestors used it. That is, we do not always run,
nor do we fight when it is elicited. However, our body is being prepared for
runivng or for fighting, and since this preparation is not always utilized, we
believe anxieties, hypertension and its related diseases ensue. The Relaxation
Response offers a natural balance to counteract the undesirable manifestations
of the fight-or-flight resrxmse. We do not believe that you will become a
passive and withdrawn person and less able to function and compete in our
world because you regularly elicit the Relaxation Response. Rather, it has
been our experience that people who regularly evoke the Relaxation
Response claim they are more effective in dealing with situations that
probably bring forth the fight-or-flight response. We believe You will he able
to cope better w ith difficult situations by regularly allowing your body to
achieve a more balanced state through the physiologic effects of the Relaxa-
tion Response. You can expect this balanced state to last as long as you
regularly bring forth the response. Within several days after stopping its
regular use, we believe, you will cease to benefit from its effects, regardless of
the technique employed, be it prayer, Transcendental Meditation or the
method proposed in this book.

)
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HOW TO DRAW VITALITY FROM STRESS

Rosalind Forbes

Stress seekers rank high in intelligence, emotional stability, ambi-
tion and leadership, according to psychologist Bruce Ogilvie, Ph.D., of San
Jose State University. With so much going for them already, what stress gives
them is a competitive edge.

The adrenaline shooting through the body of a stress seeker produces

a euphoria equal to that of an addictive drug. The addiction is strongest in
skilled athletes whose triumphs and defeats are shared by enthusiastic
crowds.

. No wonder they maintain a positive attitude toward reasonable
amounts of 'stress. Their secret for handling it constructively and using it to
advantage is not to let it get beyond manageable limits. Were it to exceed
those limits, stress seekers would he in danger of becoming stress victims.

Too much stress limits performance; too little stress takes away
motivation. Stress seekers have learned to gauge stress for the activity at hand.

At times, they may find wlys to "gear up.-

STRESS MEANS ENERGY TO SOME

In their own wav, stress seekers have learned to direct t elr energies
oward the job that needs to be done. The athlete would say he is trying to he
on edge during competition. The business person would say he is "in top

forni..' In their reactions to stress or anticipated stress, they are both striving
for the same thing: to be at optimal stress levels for the task at hand. "The
ki...l of stress I feel before a race is a nervousness, a feeling of energy, claimed
gold-medal.marathon-runner Frank Shorter. -I feel hyper and very excited,
and I. try to 'channel this energy into the comfxtitive.event and use it to my
advantage.

Although they are probably most easily found in the athletic,
business, and entertainment %vnelds, stress seekers occur in all walks of life.
They are not afraid to take risks, to question or change traditional life-styles if

From IA Sirrsi by Rtrialind Forbes Copyright 4: 1979 by Roulind Forbes Reprinted by permicsion of
Doubleday and Company. Inc



they don't fit, to choose what is right for them. With tremendous odds
against them, instead of giving up, most stress seekers will he even more
strongly motivated by the'challenge.

CREATIVE WORK A \I) RISK ARE
ESSENTIAL TO STRESS SEEKERS

Marvin Zuckerman, Ph.D.., program director of clinical psychology
at the University of Delaware, talks of four expressions of stress seeking. One
of these is the desire to seek excitement in socially acceptable but risky
activities such as skydiving or racing cars.

A second expression of stress seeking involves the desire to seek
sensation through the mind and senses and nonconforming life styles. Stress
seekers usually chafe if they are forced to live conventional middle-class lives.

Thev hest express themselves through creative work, frequent
travel, novel friends and unstructured living. Dr. Zuckerman refers to the
stress seeker's need for people as sources of stimulation as "disinhibition,"
the third kind of expression.

A final mode of expressing stress seeking has to do with "boredom
susceptibility." Stress seekers have a low tolerance for repetitious activities.
They become discontented and restless if they go for long periods of time
without outside stimulation.

This is not to say stress seekers cannot live middle-class existences or

hold eight-hour-a-day jobs. Some simply find their outlets through high-risk
avocational activities, like parachute jumping.

Dr. Zuckerman suggests there may he a biological need for high
stimulation in some people. "High-Sensation seekers have a stronger physio-
logical response to novel stimuli of moderate intensity, as measured by
galvanic skin response, than low sensation seekers. They may need constant
variety in order to reach their own high optimal level of arousal, the level that
feels best, or at which they perform most efficiently. The psychologistgoes

on to say that genetic factors may he responsible for this.
Understandably, social faCtors. cannot he overlooked. Parents who

are stress seekers, who enjoy high stimulation, most likely live, in high-
stimulus environments. Children growing up in these households probably
will turn out the same way. go.

The talent for managing and utilizing stress can be honed or blunted
in almost anyone. To test your stress-seeking tendencies; take the test [at the
end of this chapter]. If you find you need some improvement, here are some
suggestions:
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WAYS-TO 131 V0 \IE MORE OF A STRESS SEINER

I. Tutn every obstacle 01 problem into a creative solution..In 'learning to
overcome problems, you gain c6rifidence in your inner strength, judgment

and resourceZ, Remind yourself that you have had both big and small
problems to deal with in the past anslou have managed to come through

thorn just fine. Have several alternative solutions if things don't go
exactly as planned. Most people learn by trial and error.

2. Don't be afraid to make mistakes or even fail. When vou make mistakes,
correct them and move forward. However, winning should not he your

main object we, either. You should he motivated by the desire to put forth

your best effort and concentrate on the taa at hand. Set your own
standards of excellence, and work toward achieving those things which

are important to you.
3. Get involved in a sport or ho6by that is exciting and daring. Try

something you never thought you could do. Make it something entirely
different from anything you have done before. -

4. Set priorities. You will never accomplish everything you would like to,
so decide which things arerof real value to vou and'eliminate the others. In

the process of elimination, you may remove certain time consuming or
energy-draining peGplc or activities from your life.

5. Form a mental picture of yourself as you Would like to be, the potential
you. Realize that what you are today is the result of your image and
beliefs of what you could be. If you do not like what vou see, form a new
mental picture with the qualities vou want to possess.

6. Evaluate your present work or job. Does your job provide you with just a
living, or is it something you enjoy? Try to have a good fit between your
abilities and skills and your work.

7. Learn the secret of .the professinals, who totally immerse themselves in
what .they are doing. Focus all your awareness and concentration on the
present moment. Forget about ;he past or the future. This allows you to
respond tot Illy and fully to your imediate environment. By keeping;
_actively involved in what you are doing, yOu' re less likely to get bored.

8. Use some guid.td fantasy to come down physically or mentally after a
tension-producing event. Imagine yourself floating on a rubber raft in a
calm, still lake with the sun on vzlic body and a cool drink in your hand.
Imagine yourself at this point feeling so confortable-and so relaxed that
you can't move a single muscle in your-gody. When you feel ready to
`return to reality, begin counting backward from five to one, coming back
to the facts of your situation slowly.
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9. Don't allow criticism to stop voti. Remember no one is peifect, least of
all Your critic.

10 What arc vo.., doing toddy to improve yourself? There is
principle which says that if we do not move forward we stagnate. Each
time You do something to develop yourself, you contribute to your
feelings of self-worth and learn to respect your uniqueness.

a certain

Find Your Own Comfortable Stress Level

Jo,' degree, it is to csers one's advantage
to seek stress the key to successful usage of it
is to seek the nghr tapes of stress and then learn

how to concentrate on only one thing at a time
so that the stress does not become
iiverwhelnung

All of us fuse an optimum level of stress
under which we reach our own most produc-
toe peak !his level vanes from individual to
individual, so it is important to determine
where that lesel is for you Once you decide
what sour optimum stress level is, you has e the

key to learning how to function at the height of
sour productisits

ARE YOH .\ SIRENS SEEKER?

lake this test to determine the role sou let

stress play in sour life Rate yourself as to how
sou ts ptcallv react in each of the situations
listed 4Always. 3 Frequently, 2

tiontettme,. INever
I Do you !lase a tendency to put

things off until the Iasi minute
and then frantically rush to get
them done?

Do you thrive on situations in
which there is pressure, compe-
tition, tension, or risk?

3 Do you find stress or tension has

been a driving fOrce behind many

of your mato; accomplishments?
4 Do you feel exhilarated or ener-

gized after accomplishing a diffi-
cult task or closing an important
business deal?
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5 Do you enjoy novelty and chal-
lege in your work?

ti Do vou have a tendency to see
obstacles as challenges rather
than headaches?

7 Are you corstantly seeking ways

to improve yourself or your per
formance in your field?

8. In general, would you classify
yourself as a risk taker rather
than a risk avoider?

9 Are you willing to give up job
security for job challenge?

10 Are you able to "come down"
physically and emotionally a few
hours after a tension producing
event?

11 Do you seek action-oriented
vacations?

12 In your leisure time do yOu
pursue. activities in which there
is a certain amount of danger or
risk? ( Es atiples: skydiving,
rock climbing )

Answer Key
If your score is between 36 and 48, you area
true stress seeker who enjoys excitement and
exhilaration.

If your score is between 24 and 35, you
probably like to balance challenge with risks so
that yot stay on an even keel.

A score between 12 and 23 indicates that
you arc likely to avoid stress and seek security
instead.



SIX STEPS TO A POSITIVE ADDICTION

Glasser

While I was having a discussion on positive addiction with a group
of educators in May 1974, a woman of about thirty-five stood up and said that
she was addicted to bicycle riding. She explained that every evening after
supper, usually between six and seven, she rode her bicycle for an hour
herself around her neighborhood. Having not yet arrived at the concept of the
PA state, I was mostly concerned with the discomfort she felt if she didn't
ride her bike, so I asked her, "What happens if vou don't ride your bike?" She
replied, "Nothing happens, because I always ride my bike." Her statement
was so definite that I asked. her in a teasing way, "Well, what if one of your
children were ver:: sick and needed care, wouldn't you skip your hike ride?"
Her half-humorous, half-serious reply was, "They better not get sick during
the hour after dinner that I ride my hike." She stated something that I have
sinc heard from almost everyone who has a positive addiction: the time they
hay set aside for whatever they do that they are addicted to is sacrosanct.

'ley Want neither the pain nor the loss of pleasure that accompanies skipping
their habit. .

A positive addiction can be anything at all that a person chooses to
do as long as it fulfills the following six criteria: ( 1) It is something
noncompetitive that you choose to do and you can devote an hour (approxi-
mately) a day to it. (:) t is f:os:,:ible for you to do it easily and it doesn't take

a great deal of mental effort to do' it well. ( 3) You can do it alone or rarely
with others but it does not depend upon others to do it. (4) You believe that
it has some value (physical, mental, or spiritual ) for you. ( 5 ) You believe that
if you persist at It you will improve, but this is completely subjectiveyou
need to be the only one who measures that improvement. (6) The activity
must have the quality that you call ao it without ,Tittcizing yourself. If you can't

accer yourself during this time the activity will not be addicting. This is why it is so

impoilant that the activity can be done alone. Any time you introduce other
people you chance introducing competition or criticism, often both. Risking

\

'Pan of Chapter 4. -Sax St.71% to a Positive Addiction.- from Posnie A t.lw lion by William Glasser, M.D.
Copyright 1976 by William Glasser. Inc , Joseph P. Glasser. Alice). Glasser, and Martin H. Glasser.

Reprinted by permission of Harper and Row. Publishers, Inc.
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criticism can be detrimental to the PA state, which is why many positive
addicts keep quiet about what they do. ... This point . . . was perhaps best
stated by one woman who discovered a form of meditation on her own:

For 3 long time I did not discuss It [meditation ] with anyone because I
feared it was some kind of psychotic experience, mental disorder

. or if

nor. at least it would certainly sound like it to 3nother. I no longer feel
this way I live 3 productive and good life and wonder why everyone
doesn't use this-gift which I am cons INA all have access to but few O'er
LISt

Even if you follow all of the six criteria for positive addiction there is
absolutely no guarantee that you will succeed in becoming addicted. To
become addicted you have to reach the PA state on a regular basis at least
several times a week for several minutes to an boo; 23 ch time.. If this happens,
then you experience a surge of pleasure which you learn to crave. If you deny
Yourself the PA activit; for as little as three or four days you will suffer fairly
severe withdrawal pain both physical and mental. ... Many meditators as
well as many others who fulfill the six criteria do-gain strength from their
practice but they don't reach addiction. If they continue they may eventually
become addicted and 'gain much more strength, but most meditators are not
positive addicts. They may experience brief flashes of the PA state but not
enough so they suffer any significant withdrawal. Mostly what they achieve is
a pleasant, relaxing habit which many of the respondents have erroneously .

reported as addiction. Although it doesn't happen often, it is possible to
become addicted to ,any physical or mental activity by fulfilling the six
criteria. I would like to describe some of the practices that people have
reported as positive addictions, again with the caution that just because they
are reported as PA does not make them so. My estimate is that of all the
reported positive addictions, running, yoga, .and meditating are the only
practices in which people reach P, in signifitant numbers.

There are, therefore, two major categories of PAthe physical, led
by the runners, and the mental, dominated by the meditators (yoga can be
part physical and part mental ). ... Under the mental practices, people have
responded that they daydream and have also mentioned that it was a relief to
have this practice verified as beneficial. As adults they have had difficulty
admitting to this practice because daydreaming is something that you are
supposed to do only as a small child and, unfortunately, even then not too
much. Closely allied to meditating and daydreaming are a large group of
routine, nontaxing physical activities, which I classify as mental because they
can be done for long periods with almost no effort or conscious concentration.
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Examples of these are-knitting, crocheting, needlepoint, tatting. Another
group responds that gardening is their PA. One woman says, -Every day I
mess around with houseplants and suffer if I skip a day.- Quite a few people
report that their PA is writing in a personal journal. Creative writing might
possibly be addicting for great writers like Hemingway, who wrote regularly
each morning from six to ten, but it is too self-critical an activity to he
addicting to the nonprofessional. On the other hand, keeping a journal is a
highly non-self-critical activity (if it weren't no one could endure the pain)
and those who do it say that4heir minds frequently spin off as they record
their day's activities, thoughts, and feelings. One woman says she is addicted
to taking baths, three baths a day in which she sits and drifts in the warm
water, not washing, just soaking up the aloneness of her warm, pleasant,
self-taught meditatory experience. She too was grateful that the PA concept
helped her to understand a habit she knew was good but was hesitant to talk
about. One woman says that she is addicted to grooming herself and to
applying makeup, has been doing it for ten years for forty-five minutes a day,
and says she became addicted two months after she starred. When she skips a
day she feel unattractive and insecure, less capable of handling unusual
situations. With it she has much more confidence.

Other people play musical instrumentsthe piano, the flute, the
guitar, and the banjoare commonly mentionedSome sing, and many listen to
music. These are all regarded by people as positively addicting. Practicing an
instrument is perhaps more so for most than listening because it occupies one
more and also provides more of a sense of accomplishment, but I suppose if one
can become an addicted warm-bath taker, one can be an addicted listener.
Although I have had no such responses, I would also venture that composing
music must be for many a PA practice. Beethoven couldn't even hear his music
much of his life but he heard it in ins brain, and composing must to some
extent have been a positive addiction that kept him going after he lost his
hearing. Again, a word of caution. While any of these or similar activities can
be pursued to addiction, it is my belief that this is extremely rare.

Yoga is both a physical and a mental discipline, and many people
who practice yoga eventually each PA. One women reports that she stands in
the bow position and vibrates in other positions taught to her in what she
calls hioenergetics, which seems to be a type of yoga. Quite a few practice
Hatha Yoga, which involves special physical exercises or asanas. Others stress
yogic breathing or relaxation. But all these people are engaged in a rigorous
physical and mental discipline which is either yoga or very close to it,
whatever it may be called.
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From here we go to the large group of physical addictions headed by

running, but which also includes hiking, exercising, weight lifting, swim-

mirg, bicycling, and perhaps rock climbing or mountain climbing Although
rock climbing and mountain climbing are not something a person usually can

do on a daily basis, lam sure the PA state which climbers occasionally reach in

their activities is what motivates them. I don't believe that these can be

classified in the same wav as exercising or running but maybe they are to PA as

a hinge is to negative addiction. While running is the most common of all the

physical positive addiction, .
there are probably mans' more physical

addictions than I have listed here. I make no claim to have discovered them all.

Again. I stress that if an Activity fulfills the six crizeria stated earlier in this

chapter it is potenvaliv addicting. A friend of mine recently suggested that I

should investigate bird watching as a potential PA activity. Considering the

:.umber of fanatic bird watchers, who is to say it's not%

. A man addicted to singing, who has been doing it for at least an

hour a day for four years, says when he doesn't sing: "I feel lousy inside, lazy,

like I haven't completed something. I am definitely a better musician but also

a more confident person.' Person after person describes the discomfort as

feeling grumpy, hard to get along with, upset with himself or herself. Some

sac their day doesn't go right, and in most cases they say they feel guilt
because they have missed something iriportant that they didn't have to miss.

In fact, many people just write the word ''guilty" and that sums it up. Some

people say they feel more tension, more nervousness, more self-doubt; others

that they are more impatient, less communicative with others, and irritable.

Several people describe fatigue, a feeling of tiredness or deadness, if they

don't do their addicting thing. One person describes, "My mind feels a little

muddled or foggy.'' All of these descriptions occur over and over again on the

positive addiction form but they occur more in the physical addictions than in

the mental practices.
Then we come to the question "What benefits do You receive from

your addiction? People, especially in the physical addictions or yoga,
describe weight loss or an ability to control their weight where it was outof

control before. Many say they have been able to give up bad habits, quite

often excess drinking, sometimes smoking. People describemental alertess,in-

creased self-awareness, a physical feeling of well-being. Over and over again

people report a sense of ,:onfkknce, perhaps the single most often used words to

describe the benefits of their addiction. Many describe that they are more

tolerant and less antv. All of these are obviously tied to increased mental

strength.. .. All of he people who engage in the physical addictions-
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running, exercisingdescribe themselves in better Physical shape naturally,
but many of the people who engage in a purely mental addiction like
meditation also describe physical benefits, especially an ability to control
overweight. Both physical and mental positive addicts say they have more
energy and need less sleep.

. What is important here is to realize that PA is available to
anyone. It has no age limits or activity limits. It can be attempted by the aged
and the infirm, as well as by the young and the healthy: The only condition is
that to get its benefits vou have to do it usually for several months, sometimes
for years.

Where you get the strength to do it long enough to gain more
strength is a question I can't answer. It is like looking for your first job and
being told only experienced people are hired. Its "Catch 22" except that
people do get hired and people, even some weak people, do have the strength
to become positively addicted. I believe that in the beginning the person is
helped to continue by experiencing the non-self-critical state, which is
pleasant and relaxing but not addicting. Later be may experience flashes of
the PA state that further help to keep him going. While all positive addicts
must do something they want to do, what is most-important, I believe, is to
figure out how to do whatever it is that you choose in such a way that you can
accept yourself completely and noncritically as you do it. If you can't do this,
then you have little chance to becom: addicted. So, if you choose, choose
carefully. Don't expect too much of yourself and don't make a big deal about
the fact that you are attempting to become addicted. Go quietly. It's a
personal thing. Keep it that way and you have a good chance to reach PA.



POSITIVE DENIAL:
THE CASE FOR NOT FACING REALITY

121.-liar.1 Lazarus

(Inicivicu.ci k Dank! Go !man)

Go leman: How do you define stress?
Lazarus: Psychological stress resides neither in the situation nor in the

person: it depends on a transaction between the two. It arises
from how the person appraises an event and adapts to it. Stress is

what occurs when the demands of the environment, in the per-

son's eves. clearly exceed the resources of the person to handle

them. Foremost among those resources is how the person
construes the situation: does he or she judge it as threatening, or as

a challenge? [At that moment Lazarus' phone rings. ]
Goleman: There's one of life's hassles.
Lazarus: This interruption isn't very stressful. It doesn't have great signifi-

cance for either of us. Its a minor nuisance. But that's precisely
the point. How you relate to these things makes all the difference.

I think of the lines from Charles Bukowski's poem "The

Shoelace": it's not the large things that/send a man to the/mad-

house not the death of his love / but a shoelace that snaps /

with no time left...."
When people get upset over what seem to be trivialities, it's

because the trivial symbolizes for them somethingof tremendous

import. When the shoelace breaks, the psychological stress is
from the implication that you cannot control your own life, that

you're helpless in the fz.c c he most stupid trivialitiesor, even
worse, that such things :.iappen because of your tywn inadequacies

in the first place. ..
Goleman: Why do you say vou see some value ir. self-deception?

Lazarus: . . . .
Researchers studying victims of severe burns and of paralysis

from polio .
found that self-deception, through denial of the

Reprinted from Pitilteloo. Todd% 11.zozinr. Nobember 1979 Cor'vright L.. 1979 ZiffDavis PublIshtng

Company
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severity of incapacitating disease, was a valuable first step in
coping. At the beginning, when the victims are confused and
weak, it's hardest then for them to act realistically. In severe
crisis, denial buys preparation time; it lets the person face the
grim facts at a gradual, manageable pace. Robert Jay Lifton and
Elisabeth KublerRoss have found the same thing in those facing
death. In all these instances, a temporary disavowal of reality
helps the person get through the devastating early period of loss
and threat. Later they can face the facts and mobilize other coping
efforts. In short, there are times when ignorance is better than
truth.

Goleman: Even so, a hallmark of psychosis is a break with reality.
Lazarus: The paradox is that both things are true: illusions can be a sign of

pathology, or the can make life worth hying.
Gateman: Then it's not either or; it's both ;and. The problem is to find the

context that makes each true. When do illusions help or hinder?
Lazarus: To answer the question, you first have to differentiate among the

types of denial and illusion. Denial and illusion are vague ideas,
they include a multitude of way,- _.i thinking.

Goleman: How do denial and illusion differ?
Lazarus: They're chisels. related. Denial of the facts clears the was' for

illusion. For example, a person can deny the facts of his illness,
but eventually the illusions at denial allows become very
difficult to sustain: If it;s-arr'ilines that becomes progressively
worse, the evidence is harder and harder to overlook. To do so
resembles. a psychotic denial, a disavowal of reality. Such
extreme cases of denial can be dangerous, like the man %%Co ran up
the stairs to convince himself he wasn't having a heart attack.

Gateman: One kind of pathological denial, then, is to deceive yourself about
medical factsat sour own risk.

Lazarus: That sort of denial is damaging, but in other circumqances it may
not he. Illusion can sometimes allow hope, which is healthy. The
critical determinant is whether you're denying facts or implica-
tions. Implications are ambiguous.' Let's say. I get a biopsy that
S3VS I have a malignant tumor. I can face facts, decide that this is a
terrible illness, that I'm in trouble, will.die very soon, and s6give
up hope. Or I cap face the fact that this is a serious illness, but
acknowledge the ambiguity: people sometimes recover; it's cura-
ble. l'ye got to he treated, but I don't have to give up.
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Life is ambiguous. Many of the beliefs we have about the world
around usabout justice, about our integrity. about the attitudes
4-those around us. about our own futureare bascti on, at best,
.3mbiguous :nformation One can maintain Illusions about those
that have a rxisttive aura without necessarily distorting reality.
Such illusions arc not pathological; hope is not the same as denial.

Another distinction to make is between avoidance and denial.
Take a person with a terminal illness who won't talk about it.
That person is not necessarily denying the facts of the illness, but
simply avoids talking about it. r. a means of self-protection.
Constant discussion of an illness can discourage hope, and hope is
needed when you recognize that the situation is had Hope is not

pathological. its often a goo' prognostic sign. .

You find the same thing with people who discover they have
other kinds of severe illnesses, incapacitating ones like polio,
spinal-cord. Injury, stroke. There's a crisis period when the person

is in real trouble and engages in something that looks like denial of

the seventy of the problem. The spinal-cord patient hopes he can
recover, although the reality is that in most cases, very little
return of lost function is likely.

A denial at the outset is functional. For example, rehabilita-
tion in spinal-cord injury depends on the person's struggling to

move. Denial keeps the patient's morale up when he or she is most

vulnerable. Only later does the patient need to assimilate the
reality of the situation.

Golenun: How do you find most people handle the garden-variety of stress?

1Lazarus: Ihe re are two main varieties of coping. One is problem-solving,
the other emotion-focused. Problem-solving coping refers to.
efforts to change the troublesomc situation for the better. It might
be useful, say, when you're going to talk with someone at work
who makes you anxious, someone You can't stand but you have to

see day after day. That's stress you know is going to happen, so

,ou can spend a little time thinking about how you'll handle it.

lhat sort of preparatory coping is the best way to take care of
anticipatory stress. You rehearse, and you solve the problem of

how to handle the person in your own mind. This coping strategy
is very effectiveexcept that not all stress is something you can
do anything about. There are some realities vou just can't change.
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Emotion-focused modes include things You do or say to Your-
self to feel better which do not alter the actual relationship
between a person and the environment. They include many
Varieties, prominent among which are denial, minimizing, dis-
tancing Yourself, paving no attention, taking a tranquilizer, think-
ing of something else, and joking or making light of a situation.
They could also be called intro-psychic or cognitive modes of
coping. in c..->ntrast to efforts to L.ange things.

An enormous amount of coping is notion-focused. One mis-
take that's been made in thinking about stress is to believe that
healthy 'people use problem-focused modes, and sick people use
erne-ion-focused ones. For many serious sources of stress in life,
there's little or nothing that can be done to change things. If so,
You're better off if You do nothing except take care of Your
feelings

Goleman: kVhv raise Your blood pressure over something you can't change?
Lazarus: Precisely. That remedy is worse than the disease. We fund that

in almost every stressful encounter, well-functioning people use a
mixture of problem-focused and emotion-focused coping....

Gokman: lt,seems to me that, at least in theory, the competent coper would
he the one who is flexible, uses vigilance when problem-solving is
called for and denial when there's nothing to be done, and so on.
The person who is stuck in one mode only would he the one in
trouble.

Lazarus: That's a reasonable hunch. The people who get into psychological
trouble under suet probably approach coping in a rigid way.
They use the same "'strategy. whether or not its productive.

Coleman: But isn't there a paradox here? On the one hand, effective coping
,1th stress demands flexible tuning of response. on the other,

stress itself makes a person less flexible.
Lazarus: Here's where the difference between a threat and a challeng,:

counts. Threat is a state in N.-hick the person feels oppressed,
blocked, reduced. Coping is poor. But challenge actually facili-
tates functioning When a person is challenged, he's more apt to
be loose, to use skills effectively.

You find ou., You're being laid off. Arc you losing a job, or
getting a chance for a new. start% Life is full of events we can see in
either light. But this sort of positive reappraisal is just one of
many possibilities for cognitive coping.
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Go lemzn: Can we become better stress coper.s

La=arus: [To some extent I The notion of the competent collet- implies that
there is some set of resources that a person has that will get him
through esers thinghassles on the job. death of a spouse, a
promotion. illness, moving But competent people have their

troubles They get into difficult les they can't quite handle. The
concept of competence does not imply that a person who is
skilled. able, and flexible will always be able to master every
situation or handle every stress effectively. Skills that work
superbly in one situationsay. as a supervisormay render a
person inept in otherssay in intimate relationships.

It's perfect's. possible !.o find tremendous gaps in a person's
ability to cope with stress at one period of his life as compared
with another, or in one arena as compared ...all others We
mustn't get magical in our thinking about flexibility, or suppose
we'll find people who are always ahle to manage optimally.
hat's an ideal probably no one achieves.



CONQUERING COMMON STRESSORS

Let's assume that sou cope well. know how to relax. base a posit is c
addiction, and save as much time as sou can As long as school is a combat
zone, you must battle alone and continue Indefinitely to heal Your %sounds.
Es en if Your school is onlv a mildly stressful place, it is to Your advanage and
in the interests of students and administrators to reduce the overall levc: of the
stressors. Primary prevention can be accomplished by groups in five steps:
( 1) listing stressors. ( 2 ) categorizing the stressors, ( 3) prioritizing the
stressors. ( 4 ) planning a campaign to reduce the stressors, ( 5) implementing
the plan The first four steps can be accomplished in about ar hour with 3
minimum of Ilse people Ihirtv to sixty people can participate and each v.:ep

can he extended in time as appropriate This problem-solving process is useful
in classrooms to creale a collal-matis e, more orderly, and productive learning
climate. in in-service education meetings to focus on Improving crucial aspects
of the teaching en% itonment, or in families to change persistent conflict
situations. Where\ er it is used, an importaot feature of this--stress hunt" is
the cooperation it establishes among indivicluals lhe common targets are
stressful situations, not stressful individuals.'

Step 1. Describe three stressful incidents.
Ask each person to describe at least three real. stressful events that

occurred during a recent specific 24-hour perod. Descriptions should be in
one to tl.ree sentences on a slip of paper or on a 3 x5 card. It should he noted
that some stresses affecting teachers work occur before and after school. A
few such incidents are useful in the sample generated by participants. Ten
minutes is usually sufficient for this procedure.

Step 2. Categorize the list of stressful incidents.
Hate one or two volunteers take the entire set of incidents to a quiet

place away from the group and arrange them in six to ten categories Ihe

Adartcd f riwn Hi .'ii .n4 k .Js. k kw.h.. sit,T k \
Op. right 14)+0 the 1.anmal t ILL. ALVA.% NYNtS1/41.11mn rated )1F1INCTITIIssion
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divisions should emerge. fitting the particular set of incidents from the group,
anc: should communicate Licari,: to the group. Polysyllabic. Latinate Brobding-
nagian %cords from the lexicon of scientific psychology are usually not helpful.
Ike labels of each group w. I be somewhat different ties era! sample I.:sts will

pro,.vie lea of the ran e of po--.,ibilities
Ihc following is a compilation of stressors from several different

groups -.)t teachers

i Clerical work
) Interruptions that disrupt class
3 Discipline problems with students
4 Lack of equipment and materials
5 Lack of teacher input in decision making

Rigid curriculum
Destruction of %chool propert,

s Conflicts with administrators
Problems with parents

10 Glass size
11 Lack of planning rime
1? Problems with other teachers
13 Feelings of powc,iessness

14 Problems with ra.:ist and sexist attitudes and actions.

Not all of these categories will appear in every group of teachers, and most
groups will base several categories unique to their situation

I he following stressors wcre listed by Santa Barbara (California)
tumor high school students

Getting up in the morning
2 Going to classes

Being bored
4 Hassles with teachers
5 Homework
6 (.;etting had grades

Liking the bus
S Fla; ing to respond in class
9 Food in the cafeteria

I0 Not being prepared
1 I Hassles with classmates
11 Being tardy
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in a recent surrey of 1 200 Oregon school adminis:ravirs. Bosd
Swept and Walter Gmelch' found the following 13 stressful conditions cited
most frequent!, among the 33 situations listed on their questionnaires:

1 Complying with state. federal, and organizational rules and
policies
Partt,:lpating in meetings that take up too much tn,,e.

3 Trying to complete reports and other paperwork on time
4 Tr% mg to gain public approval and or financial support for

school programs
3 Trying to r;:solse parent school conflicts
6 Baluating staff members' performance

Having to make decision, that affect the lists of individuals
whom I know

8 Feeling that 1 he too heas v a workload, one that I cannot
possihls finish during a normal ss orkdas

'4 Imposing excek,so.c1% h)41, cxpecrion, on ms self

10 Being interrupted trequcntiv

Categorizing the incidents may take 15 to 25 minutes. During this
waiting period it is often useful for the group or subgroups of five, if the
group is large ) to discuss High Points in MY Day, What went well today?
Was there a particularly gratifying or rewarding event?

Step 3. Prioritize the categories.
List the categories publicly on a blackboard or on newsprint,

defining, explaining. and Illustrating them. When the categories are under-
stood, ask participants to vote for the three which arc most important and
most distressful A simple hand count is sufficient. If necessary conduct
tie-breaking cote: The explanation and voting can usually be completed in
about 10 minutes

Step 4. Develop a plan to redur the most important stressor.
An efficient way to des-clop a plan of action is to start with a

brainstorming session for 10 minutes or less. List at least 20dd-ft:rent ideas as

possible first steps for reducing the most important stressor. Remember the
rules for brainstorming the more ideas the better. don't worry about quality
since refinement, can he made later, rihsoluteis no Lriticizing or &Kiting the
Ideas. the wilder the ideas the better. build on other people's notions by
adding to or expanding on them After brainstorming, conduct another vote
for the three ideas each perAon would most like to des:clop and see imple-
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monied Atter identifying these three rx;ssibili ties. ask participants to choose
one of three working groups whose objecti.e in the next 15 minutes is to
answ...r the ouestid)n Who will do what by when? \k..'hen each working group
has retorted its decisions and a time for a follow of meeting has been

'determined, the session is completed

Step 5. Implement the plan.
Reducing the stressors in the environment is sometimes a simple

matter In one school, PA announcements during the muidle of class periods
were causing an average interruption of four minutes throughout the school.
According to the teachers' contract, only the first and last five minutes weie
to he used for such announcements A delegation of teachers was therefore
chosen to speak ss..ith the administrators who readily agreed to confine their
announcements

In one elementary school, the students' most stressful experience was
has ink mashed potatoes thrown on their tray's at lunch A student delegation
went to the servers to find our the pressures they *were experiencing. The
questions from this ssmpathetic group of fourth graders were enough to
in,:rease the gentleness of the servers. In one home, the key stress was noise and
the chief.culprit TN'. The family ..;94,1,..their TV, had greater quiet, more
qu.dits time together, and a little extra cash for Christmas presents.

The foregoing method for conquering common stressors is hosed on
three explicit values: working collaboratively, acting democratically, and
changing the ens Ironmentil stressors rather than attempting to reftym indi-
viduals If these values are kept in mind as guidelines during the problem-
solving process, not only will good working relatiunships he ensured, but the
relationships will lead to a better working climate.

REFEREV :L'i

\lore ,ornisiete iies,rtrtions of this proses. cAn he found it the Nf- tape series

so:; o,; i " I t.i.i onquering Eijrn(11.::t and La S.11.01 Ns.irlini..

hs \ iirLd \os '00,4,1.s-full! Boo:, Co 19S0 Conquering Burnout,
Batt :c f- And Oren:.

Al% thanks to Gai-% \t son and his - students for sharing this lot
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WORKSHOP GUIDE FOR
REDUCING AND PREVENTING

I TEACHER BURNOUT

Alfrc,1 S hiller

Paradoxically, teacher burnout is, in part, the result of caring
about students, about doing a good job, about achieving the.best results for
students. For over 20 years, this idealism has occurred in schools while'the
public has demanded more and more and provided less and less support of all

.kinds;financing, physical security, instructional inatlerials, and public confi-
dence. Teachers have been the first victims of this /receding tide: They are

burning out faster and dropping out sooner, taking refuge in other john from
becoming graduate students to driving subway traits. This transformation of
consciousness from fove to hate, from hope to cynicisin,from commitment to
revulsion for students, for parents, for colleagues, and for loved

Ld:/,-,'?.f.:1% for wcilate,
is it rossible to reverse this twentv-vear trend? At most, this

book is a drep--but', it is hoped, the right kind of drop. Fortunately there arc
ways to spot burnout early, reduce stress, and 5.ope more effectivelvmany
requiring little titnz and no rn.:aey. The purptIse of this section of Teacher
Burnout is to describe these inectods of prevention and healing.

Because most of the methods are lea' nid more easily with others
(some involve partnerships), the techniques ai-e described in the context of
teacher-conducted workshops. Many of the activities, however, do not
require workshops io he learned. Each session follows the same format:

1. An introduction by the sessions facilitator,, describing the
objectives and previewing the agenda

2. Ten minutes in dyad support groups in which each person has
five minutes to express any feelings and to receive verbal or
behavioi:al support from the other\person

3. An activity implementing one of the'` ix strategies ftf preventing
or reducing burnout

4. Evaluation of the session in order \ to assist participants in
working together even more effectivel\y during the nett session;
and planning for the next activity, including decisions about
time, place, and session facilitator.
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The remainder of this workshop gUide is divided into two sections:
) the activities* for the sessions; and ( 2) the three roles necessary for these
irkshops to function effectively: the initiator, the session facilitator, and

the vorkshop participants. It is not important that all the activities be done,
in sequence, or as presented here. It is important that some deliberate, potent
action he taken to conquer burnout and.restore teachers' energy, satisfaction,
and loving attitudes.

WORKSHOP ACTIVITIES

'1"he campaign against burnout will he most effective if six strategies
are implemented to some degree, since each strategy address-es a different
aspect of the burnout sequence. The relationship between the aspects and
strategies is pictured in Table 1. To facilitate workshop planning, I have
grouped activities under the strategy they most clearly implement.

FABLE I

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ASPECTS OF BURNOUT SEQUENCE
AND SIX PREVENTION STRATEGIES

BIRN01. I
tif-Ql'I.NCI.
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1. Prevent stress.

To the degree that stressors continue in school, teachers must cope
with them. The purpose of the following ac tivi ties is to prevent teachers from
experiencing excessive' stress in order that they may devote their energies to
teaching rather than to overcoming the obstacles to teaching.

Support Groups

Virtually all writers and fighters of burnout agree that support
groups help prevent burnout and facilitate a wide range of other constructive
activities. Support groups need not be complicated, lengthy, or formal. Two
elements, however, are essential: a chance to express one's feelings (any
feelings, positive or negative); and a chance to receive support (encourage-
ment, a .compliment, a warm fuzzy, a stroke, a hug, or a statement of
appreciation). -Support groups can be large and formal, such as a well
attended workshop. They can also be small with only two people; End
informal as, for example, two friends who car pool to work. Whether ampng
professional colleagues or with a loved spouse or friend, there must be a
sharing of feelings and some indication ofsupport. This activity introduces
the elements of support groups. It is an extended, formal version of the
ten-minute dyads that begin each subsequent workshop session.
1. Each participant should complete the following inventory of burnout

. feelings.

How often do vou experience these feelings in relation to your job?

Never Once Rarely Sometimes Often Usually Always

I. Being tired 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

2. Feeling depressed 0 I 2 3 4 5 6

3. Having a had day 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

4. Being physically

exhausted 0 1 2 3 4 5

5. Being emotionally

exhausted 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

6. Being wiped out 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

7. Feeling pushed around 0 I 2 3 4 5 6
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Never Once Pizelv Sometimes Often Usually Always

8. Being unhappy 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

9. Feeling trapped or
locked in 0 1 2 3 4 5

10. Feeling cynical 0 I 2 3 4 5 6.

11. Feeling worthless 0 I 2 3 4 5 6

I2. Wanting to quit 0 I 2 3 4 5 6

13. Being cold, callous,
or hostile 0 I 2 3 4 5 6

14. Feeling disillusioned
about people 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

15. Feeling bored 0 I 2 3 4 5 6

16. Feeling hopeless 0 1 2, 3 .4 5 6

17.? Feeling resentful

about people 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

18. Feeling pessinu.stic

about outcomes .0 1 2 3 4 5 id

19. Feeling listless 0 I 2 3 4 5 6

20. Feeling anxious 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Obtain Your total score:

2. Divide into small groups of two, three, or four to discuss the meaning of
your score, i.e., how you feel about your job. As a rough guideline, the

scores may he divided into levels of Burnout:

0-60 Ideal

61-80 Mild Burnout

81-100 Moderate Burnout

101-120 Severe Burnout
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In approximately twenty minutes make sure all participants have their
scores.

3. In the same small group each person shOuld express sonic kind of honest
support or appreciation for every other member. .rhis may be empathy for
what the person has de cubed, a compliment, or even an appreciation for
something the person has felt but has never expressed. Take approxi-
mately ten minutes for this activity.

4. Return to the large group so that individuals m v share their reactions to
the previous half hour, It may he interesting also to discuss the fixation
and frequency of sharing feelings and giving support in one's professional
and personal lives. Infrequency of such behaviors is a major cause of
burnout.

fricids m Nce,I

All teachers know that stressors in their personal lives affect their
feelings and performance at work ..Foo few schools provide any formal way to
help teachers cope with the inevitable external crises. This activity begins by
generating a comprehensive list of stressors in teachers' personal lives and
then Moves toward plans for mutual assistance.
1. Each participant should take five minutes to write down a list of all the

stressors each one has experienced in the last 12 months. Here are some
frequently mentioned stressors:

Death of a loved one or friend
Divorce
Marital difficulties
Personal injury or illness
Injury tardiness of a family member
Marriage

Pregnancy

Sex difficulties
New financial obligations
Son or daughter leaving home
Change of residence
Change in recreation
Change in sleeping habits
Change in eating habits
Returning from a vacation
Minor violations of the law
Equipment. breakdowns
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Check the items that have occurred in your life and add to this list any

that may have been omitted.
Form groups of four to six. If you do not wish to discuss the specific

stressors, at least describe how the stressor(s) affected your work, your

feelings at work, your concentration, efficiency, effectiveness, and rela-
tionships with others. Take about 35 minutes for this activity.
Discuss the desirability and feasibility of creating -mutual assistance
pacts,' a ''buddy system,- or a teacher -hotline.- If there is appropriate
interest, make an agreement with another teacher to form such a pact.

Resource Network

kachers' unusual talents are often hidden from public view, not by

design, but because schools seldom survey the wide range. of teacher exper-

tise. Must specific problems can be solved by matching needs with existing

expertise. The purpose of this session is to develop a visible resource network

within your school and to begin the matching process. Any or all of the

following activitie:s can he helpful, depending on the time and degree of

interest in the support group.
I . Go around the members of your group- with each person describing

her/his special talents or expertise, imide and outside school. Keep a list

or these resources. Find out whether the teachers are willing to spend

time sharing their skills with others if they receive something they need in

return.
2. Augment this resource list with the expertise known by group members

to he found among their colleagues in the school. Find out whether these

individuals are willing to help.
3. Create an inventory of needs. Winbers of the group may want help from

other members; post a list of the disCOvered talents with names and phone

numbers so that other teachers may avail themselves of these resources

(new teachers often have classroom management problems for which the

hard-earned expertise of an older teacher is particularly relevant). Brain-

storm a list of any other human resource needs that may exist in your

school. Take turns describing a classroom problem; then let other teachers

describe methods that have worked for them.
Teachers who join the resource network offering their talents are

likely to find it easier to ask for help. Such a systematic method of cooperation

can keep stressors from building up.
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2. Reduce the stressors.

This strategy can he accomplished in two waysby changing the
stressful situation or by reducing one's exposure to the stressors, e.g., by job
rotation through stressful situations; by sharing a contract with another
teacher; by taking a "sick day,- leave of absence, or sabbatical. The follow-
ing activities concentrate on ways to reduce the stressors.

Conduct a Stress Hunt

This collaborative problem-solving activity is fully described earlier
in this book in the chapter "Conquering Common Stressors.''

Don't Say Yes When You Want to Say No

A hook of this title authored by Fensterheim and Baer*,4?: billed as
"the assertiveness training book." One good way to reduce or prevent stress
is to exercise one's innate right to say no to requests, i.e., stressors.
chapters in the book are particularly relevant: 2. "Targeting Your Own
Assertive Difficulties," 3. "The Assertion Laboratory," and 12. "Assertion
on the Job." Each chapter has activities suitable for group work. Depending
on the level of interest in the group, there is material for three or more
sessions. One member could be selected for each chapter to guide the group
through an assertiveness training program. A good way to make these plans is
to assign a group member to review the book and then make a proposal during
the evaluation and planning portion. of a subsequent session.

Iithten the load

The load you carry outside school has an effect on your burnout level
in school. Just as it is useful to reduce stressors in school, this can be done
elsewhere in your life with equally beneficial results. With your support
group, conduct another stress hunt, this time for categories of stress outside
school. The procedure is precisely the same as that outlined in "Conquering
Common Stressors" in the second part of this book. After planning individual
solutions, be sure to set dates to-report to each other on your progress and
problems. Your mutual assistance pacts can be useful in carrying out your
plans.

*Dn't S.tv Yrs X1 1 :n You W.Int to \AV V. Herbert Fcnstcrhe,m, Jean Baer (New York Dell. 1975)
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3. Change your perception of the stressors.

The major causes of teacher burnout arc stressors in the school. Yet
most of the solutions proposed in articles and workshops tell teachers what
they should do to manage their thoughts, feelings, and actions. .1.hese proposals
could he categorized as ''victim, heal thyself. To win the war on stress the
first targets are the stressorstoo many discipline problems and too little
pay, too much paperwork and not enough supplies or community support, . .

etc: Such stressors should be reduced and burnout should he prevented.
In addition to the collaborative efforts required to make schools mere

habitable and healthy, teachers also employ strategies to prevent the pain
of victimization, and to maintain commitment and effectiveness.

The first of these teacher-centered strategies involves managing one's
perception of the stressor. This strategy exploits the obvious human freedom
of perception. For instance, one day a petty bureaucratic request is simply
another thing to do. The next day it is infuriating. The third day the same
request is merely absurd Deliberately changing one's perception can change
one's response- from anger to hilarity, from frustration to challenge, from
smoldering resentment to stoicism. Regardless of the toxicity of the situation,
teachers should not have to suffer and carry toxic resporo:es. Here are some
ways to manage your perceptions.

Put Things into Persreaive

Most teachers keep lists of things they must do. It's a survival
technique. Some fed oppressed by such lists and what they don't accomplish.
l'his exercise is des:gned to keep lists it: proper perspective. First, take five
minutes to make out a list of things to do, in your normal way. Second, in order
to put lists into perspective, one must have a clear perspective. Take three
minutes (and only three ) to make a new list of all those things you want to
has be, or do three years from now. Don't censure your thoughts. Write.
down everything that occurs to you. Then take another three minutes to
review your list. checking to sec whether anything important was no
included.

Thin', prioritize your tint by assigning an A, B, or C to each item:
refers to any item on your "to do'' list clearly related to one or more of

your three-year goals: "B" refers to items that must be done today in order to
avoid consequences you do nor wish to bear; refers to items that can be
postponed one day. or those with consequences for omission you are willing
to take for a day.
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Fourth, analyze your list using the following guidelines: ( I ) always
have at least one ''A'' item on every "to do" list; (2) never do a ''C" item
until it becomes a "B"; ( 3) check for the "80:20 rule" (if vou were to
asterisk 20 percent of the mast important items, do they include 80 rercent of
those most important to accomplish that day?).

In small groups take some time to raise questions or to discuss any
discoveries made during this exercise. Here are two additional comments to
consider.
1. Some people play a failure game thatgoes like this. Before each day begins

they make an optimistic list of absolutely everything they want to
accomplish that day..They try hard, hut, inevitably, do not complete the
list. Then, instead of setting more moderate goals for the next day or
prioritizing the list, or congratulating themselves for how much they did
accomplish, they choose to sec the incompleted list as a catalog of their
failures. Do you play some variation of this failure game?

2. Some teachers often complain there is never time for an "A" item. Let's
assume this is true. Are you willing to give ;if) all your "A" goals? What
are you willing to give up? All goals are attained by making certain
sacrifices. What are you willing to sacrifice for your goals?

Victimization am! Choice

School days may seem synonymous with a pawnlike existence
being wntrolled by bells and regulations, paperwork that cannot be done in
the time allowed, students making legitimate but impossible requests. After
months of this daily routine, the feelings of powerlessness,, lack of freedom,
and being treated by the system like a child who must be controlledall
these feelings can intensify irritations with the chores. This exercise explores
the issue of the degree to which teachers are pawns victimized by the system.

Step I:

Step 2:

Divide into pairs. Taking turns, choose a situation in school
in which you were completely victimized. Take aboir five
minutes to persuade the other person that you had abso-
luteb no choice in the matter, you did hot set it up or allow
it to continue, and could not control the consequences.

During this explanation the other person is not to say

anything, or ask questions, or agree or disagree. When you
are finished making your case, find out whether the listener
agrees that you were completely victimized.
Take the other side. For up to five minutes, explore all the
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places where you did either set It up, allow it to continue,
or choose to see yourself as a victim. What choices were
nude by committing Yourself to an action, by omitting
action, or by the SN''.1' you chose to interpret the situation?

Steps 3 and 4. Repeat steps 1 and 2, exchanging roles.

After completing step 4, It 111,1V he helpful to share. insights in the
large group. -leachers cannot always control what the y:hool demands of
them, confronts them with, or prohibits. Like all human beings, however,
teachers du control their responses. Alley can also manage their perceptions.
Did teachers in the group discover specific new ways to perceive, to feel and

act less like a victim? e.

4. Manage your physical state.

Whatever the cause, once stress is experienced, there are important

immediate physiological consequences and serious potential long-term
hazards. Teachers can intervene directly by managing their physical tensions,

by regulating the body's chemical reactions (e.g., cutting out processed
sugar, caffeine, and alcohol ), and even by controlling their brain waves.

Mat Without Dri

The chapter by Benson earlier in this beak provides complete
instructions for achieving the relaxation response. Have the leader of one

session conduct participants on a guided tour to the relaxation response. After
15 to 20 minut s in the relaxed state, group members may want to talk about
how they felt, when it is possible to use this technique, and its appLcation
(for example, how it can help people fall asleep at night). Teachers in the
group who have had practice with different types of meditation will be able

w. describe other alternatives ard. the longlerm effects _of regular

relaxation /meditation.

Control your Btiv's Vibrations

Virtually all the bodily processes have an elect tic: I aspect. Stages of

meditation and sleep are reflected in alpha, gamma, and delta brain wave
patterns; tension kvel arc reflected in one's galvanic skin response (GSR)
and in muscle tension. Certain machines measure these electrical patterns and
translate them into variable pitch sounds so that it is possible, for example, to
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hear changes in one's tension level ( GSIZ ). More than the novelty of listening
to the body, It is possible to learn how to control these physical states by
learning to change the sounds. You can learn to relax, control Your heart rate
and pulse, raise your skin temperature, turn on alpha brain wave patterns, etc.
All that is required is a -biofeedback machine,- a device that trmslates
biological vibrations into auditors. fec.lba.k , re., sound. Although there are
many devices on the market Way for as little as. $100 to $200, they are
limited and can be unreliable, More importantly, they do not come with an
instructor who will donate an hour or two The most likely places to find
them are :n the departments of psychology, physical education, or health
sciences of the nearest college or university. Certain laispitats and clinics also
may have these machines. The possibilities for this new field extend beyond
lie detecting, curing headaches, and teaLhing alpha meditation. The range of
applications and local opportunities to learn how to turn on electrically are
best known to a local expert. See what the nearest expert would be willing
to do for Your group..kpicall , these training sessions -arc fascinating, useful,

fun, and well worth the time spent in making the Aangements.

\5. Improve your coping abilities.

In the long haul, effective daily function .ng is based on a repertoire of

\

igh-leverSkills. When a needed skill is la:king, :ress is intensified. It would
. useful for the support group to crea!7e an inventory of needed skills and then

---,ar ange for specific training. Often this can he done without cost. For
instame, when a Massachusetts law mandated the mainstreaming of students
with special needs, many teachers needed new skills. In sevel-al schools this
need was met by special education teachers in the schools during in-service
education days. Some other examples of coping skills follow.

Manage Year Tone Better

t. Earlier in this 1-xxik Lakein suggested 20 s.vay., to get control of your

only tea -hers. In each support group there is a hidden list of at least 204ricks
time an vow life. These techniques were intended for a general audiende, not

for saving time inside and outside schooi. (JO arkf,lInd the group asking each
person to give ,a favorite time-saying . technique. Continue until ill the
technique\s are olut, being sure to have _son:core weir /7 thorn dos,,nr. After
generating the lust, take a few minutes for each person to look I }'cone, two, or
thret: speci'ic personal applications. Then, spend., some time discussing the

iproblems and possibilities for saving time.



lids Anyone Caiti;lit the -Frenzies-

When teachers try too bard to get more and more done in less and less

time, thvY can hccome frenzied. When sprinting becomes a I ifestvle, teacLrs
exhibit other !;vmptoms of the frenzies, or, in more technical terms, ''TYpeA
behavior In the .short run it may be productive to he a work .demon.
However, the long-term consequences may he too severe. People with Type A
behavior art three times more likely to have a coronary 'accident. Short of a'
heart attack, frenzied teaches are racing:toward burnout. ale good way to
begin preventing these serious problems is to diagnose trenzv early and to
intervene.

Using Friedman and Rosenman's criteria 'tor Ispe A behavior, each,
person in the group should do a self-asses.ment anal assess one other
person outside the group who is a candidate for frenzy. If You have doubts

about your own diagnosis, -ask other members or the group..
2. Discuss alternative ways of sharing your concern with frenzied inclividu;.\

als. and hiking them move toward a safer lifestyle. There ma, bt
reluctanw tipinterfere'. with another Rzrson'sslifestvle, or even cony
ment on it, unasked. On the other hand, it is not respons:ble to ignore
dangers obvious to You and unseen by others. The advantageq and
disadvantages of acting and not acting need to he weighed carefully. The
support group is helpful in this pnwes5. Whatever is done, or not done;
should he reported to the group so that all may learn from each pErson's
exp;r:?nce.

3 It will not have escaped Yqur attention that teachers who use time too
inefficiently get swamped, while those who try to cram too much into the
available time may beheading for trouble of a different kind. A happy
medium for one person may differ from a happy medium for another. It
may hc useful to discuss in small groups the following questions: How
efficient arc v,:,u willing to become? How many tasks are vou willing to.
postpone? What deadlines are You willing to miss?

6. Counteract burnout:

Everyone needs a safe haven, if not a place, then.a tihkg Stia
activity that guarantee a respite from stress. G ser descriSes such havens as

"positive add. lions.' Whether called ''h ies," ''diversions,- or "mess-
ing around.- they arc more than benign, hey Jr: necessary -goals.- Most
people have a favorite -escape- and are filling to advertiFe. it. It nily he
useful and intereqing in one group session for 'participants to boast about the ,

C S
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virtues of their positive addictions. If you don't have one you may get a few
ideas, his innocent sharing activity also has unexpected benefits: l'ou will
see some.surprismg sides of people, von will learn of more expertise availAble

in a crunch, and you may discover new was to make your positive addiction
re positive and more addicting

WOW:SIMI) ROLES*

A support group may involve three al four teachers in a school who
meet 'regularly, or the entire faculty of a school system during a one-day,
in-seg....ice workshop The setting, purpose, membership, and frequency of
support group meetings vary widely. Regardless of the particular si tuanun,
there are three basic roles: the initiator (a teacher, counselor, principal;
assistant superintendent in charge of in-service education, professor of educa-
tion, etc. ;; toe vvorl;shop session leader; and participants. 'f'he recommenda:
nuns for each role which follow may he excessive. If you think a,

rectlimendation is inappropriate or unnecessary for vo}ir situation, muddy or''
ignore it.

Ilow to Begin: Not to the Initiator

Several neop;c: may he enticed by the ..lea of a Ipport group, or
perhaps you are a sole, curious reader toying with the notion of organizing a
group. No matter how the group begins, one person generally takes responsi-
bility for getting it started.

As the initiator, your first task is to learn enough about the material
to Ncruit other group members by con; ii them that these experiences
may meet their needs. When you begin recruiting within a school system,
consider members' of the administration. Often they can supply incentives
such as in-service cre,tit. tangible help like money for books and resources: and
the essential, IntangiKe help of their own enthusiasm. Encourage members of
the administration to p rticipate. If they work alongside teachers, you will
have a doubly effective group. Moreover, the exercises and discussions that
occur in the group about tress, discipline, teaching styles, and classroom and
school situaoons will he valuable, shaied experiences.

!his rn.iterial n aJaptcd tr;Im Tea huh lict oth-nt Iota atkm ht Alschuler, 1 abor, .11,1,0r:int\ re
f-du..ation Ventex. In.. 14701
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Ideally, the total support group can include three to thirty or more
persons who have volunteered 1 ...ause of special interest and favorable
impiessions from your advance information. The group should he small
enough to work in a close, straightforward way over a period of time. Thus,
more than fifteen participants should split into subgroups to facilitate
interaction. In these working groups there should be a mix of men and women,
with a variety of subject matter specializ.ations., talents, ethnic backgrounds,
personality types, and ages. Such compoSition makes for a ticker exchange of
ideas An already formed grow), however, such as members of the guidance or
physical education or social Studies departments, may also decide to form a
group. In this case there is the advantage of a common focus on content,
prohLrns, and teaching styles and a greater chance for effectively implement-
ing new ideas.

Group meetings can vary in length, just as the number of meetings
can multiply, depending on the direction the group takes and the involvement
members feel. Various schedules are possib16from loi:g weekend retreats
( Thursday evening through Sunday evening), to a series of weekly meetings,
r some combination of the two. It may be useful to present these alternative

schedules to people so that the, will know how much time will be required.
A definite schedule can wait until the first meeting, when the group can make
a joint. decision about the time and location of future meetings.

Let' us assume that you have progressed through the sequence just
described: vou have read this book, and perhaps the administration is
receptive to the idea of allowing teachers some :teased time and in-service
credit for tackling this independent project. Several u. -chers are interested in
the group and are willing to devote time. You havf: scouted out room
possibilities and invited vll who interested to an ho_:r-long introductory
meeting. Me purposes of the meeting are to help interested teachers decide
whether to participate in the group and to make plans forgetting under way.

A list of goals and guidelines follows. The list is a contribution to
a pool of topics and issues from which you can draw to create a first meeting
that will accomplish Your own goals.
I Set a tone and an atmosphere that are comfortable and evocative. The

group has natural selling points. People have found it fun, interesting, and
worthwhile. Avoid creating pressure. Create conditions that make peo-
ple want to accept an invitation (e.g., describe a sample exercise, or have
the principal express enthusiasm ).

2. Give a brief sketch of the background, rationale. and potential benefits of
a support group.
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3. Discuss what the group can accomplish: reducing stress in the classroom,
school, and personal life; providing interpersonal and emotional support;
raising consciousness about how to resolve conflict; and making schools
an easier place in which to love.

4 Indicate what the group is like. Try to convey the experiential, relaxed,
participatory climate. Give examples of the contents: role plays, games,
exercisfs, discussions. Explain how the course will he run. If this is a
grou-p of teachers, there will not be an instructor; instead everyone will
share the leadership role by taking turns for each session.

5. Bc prepared to consider questions about houSekeeping details such as the
following: Is anyone taking overall responsibility? Who lead each
session? Where will it he? What is the schedule for the group? Will any
credit or compensation be given? If it is a university course, students may
want to know what is required to pass. These housekeeping details can
beliandled in a short follow-up meeting by those people who decide to

join the group. It is important to assign leaders for the first two sessions
so that everyone has ample time to prepare.

6. Decide on the focus of the first session or two. Take the strategies
described in the first part of this guide as a sequence of objectives,
choosing activities within each strategy.

How to Lead Session..Notes to the Facilitator

When leading a session, our assignments will range from mundane
assembling of materials to the subtle creation ofa tone and an atmosphere that
help the session dick. You must perform some duties yourself, while the
group shares other duties with you. More specifically, kt 's consider your role
as a three-stage process: planning the session, wilding tIA: session, and leading
the evaluation at the end of the session

Planning the :w.ssion

Before the session, you are like a production manager responsible for
staging. The fol low tv,, types of preparation will help the production come off
successfully.
1 Plan your session far enough in advance to tell participants about any

reading they should do beforehand.
2. Understand the game or experiment directions so that you can clarify the

objectives and sequence of activities for the group and keep the session
from bogging down in details.
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3 Make some arrangements for refreshments, if appropriate. Provide for the
comfort of-the group. As a minimum, have a break halfway through the
session

4. See that any necessary materials are available and properly set up before
the session begins.

An important ingredient for the success of any session is an enthusias-
tic, open-minded attitude. When yOu are the leader, accept the bet that you
can prepare only up to a point. You are not going to he the teacher leading the
class in lockstep through an outlined plan of the day. You will be more like a
director who has set the stage for the activity about to begin. After careful
preparation, relax and breathe deeply. ( Physiologically, taking enormous
breaths is one of the hest ways to relieve tension. )

Guiiino, the Session

Begin the session by briefly explaining the purpose, writing the two
or three objectives on the board, and describing the sequence and approxi-
mate time periods for the activities. Don't Forget to start the session with a
ten-minute minisupport group in which individuals in pairs each take five
minutes to express feelings and get positive feedback of any kind. Run the
major exercise or activity efficiently, allowing ample time for discussion, but
do not he so glued to the schedule you are seen as a drill sergeant. Rather,

try to he attentive to people's involvement and enjoyment. Careful advance

preparation and a certain amount of agility will carry you gracefully through
the mechanics of the activity. Try to move to each succeeding step shortly
after energy has peaked, not when the group is exhausted.

As discussion leader, You will be working with everyone else to gain
Insights. Consequently, you will be called upon to "play it by ear- a good
deal of the time. From prior readir, vou should he ready with questions to
stimulate the group's thinking. But he prepared to modify, or even discard,
parts of your pian. There is an important distinction between preparation and
planning. Adequate preparation will help you use your knowledge to facili-
tate the group's functioning. It will help you improvise on where the group
has decided to iakc the discussion. Planning that is too specific is likely to
cause resistance. The real skill of the discussion leader make whatever
happens in the situation relevant to participants' concerns.

Resides helping the group accomplish its goals, you must also accept
responsibility for "group maintenance'' and be watchful of the group process:
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How is the ta... being carried out? What are the interactions in the group? Is
everyone contributing? If not, why not Are people apathetic, angry, dis-
tracted? For example, if one person 'instantly digresses or dominates the
group. it affects everyone and is a matter of group concern. L tolerate thy:
under the pretext of -getting on with the doh" will impair the group',
functioning. Usually the hest time to take up and resolve these interpersonal
issues is during the evaluation period of the session.

Tn ,Inv group, personal energy can manifest itself in defensive,
destructive behavioror in supportive, productive behavior. Progress on group
tasks is contingent on good working relationships among participants
including ideally an openness, trust, and support. Everyone should feel
responsible for creating this working atmosphere, but you in particular can
contribute most to such a climate by practicing the following specific
leaikrship behaviors

1 Listen superbly, and encourage the rest of the group to do the same. A
good war to check how well you are listening is to see if you can
paraphrase to Yourself the Teaker's comments.

2. Never compete with members of the group or struggle to have your own
ideas heard. As leader, you are present for tlior benefit. Liter, as a
follower, You can attend to Your concerns. As leader, remember that the
hest rule of thumb Is to hold off your comments until everyone else has
finished. Often, others ,vili make your point and feel good about
contributing.

3. Use every member of the.group. This means inviting participation of the
shy or reluctant twith eve contact or perhaps a nod of the head) and
tactfully suggesting some boundaries for those who tend to dominate the
group ( "Thank you, I've got the idea.").

4. Intervene in the wars th'at clarify what has happened. When the time
feels right, paraphrase what has been going on and what has been said.
Identify Exunts of confusion and questions that seem to he left hanging.
You need tint resole the c.infusion Yourself, For example, you might say,
"Could someone summarize the alternatives that have been mentioned so

far?'.' or ''I'm not sure I understood your last point--could you say 3 little
more or -Could someone else give me an understanding of what was
said?-

5. Help members develop the habit of personalizing comments, especially
those that affect other group members, Help people take responsibility
rather than blame others. For example, another way fin. a participant to
say ..You monopolize the group- is to sav would like to talk more, but
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I find it very uncomfortable trying to stop you..- The secondsremark is
fairer, because the person addressed can stop talking graciously without
losing face and feeling attacked Further, encourage people to avoid
making comments to no one in particular. Often it is helpful to say
something like Can you address that comment to a specific person%fl

6 Prevent anyone from being **put down.- Help the group be positive by
stressing the value of ideas and comments, not the potential pitfall. First.
say what it is you like about a person's idea, no matter how had it is; then
say what concerns you This procedure recognizes that people will
disagree, but also that gix)d ideas are often lost because people are not
willing to look at them carefully.

7 Iry to be a -barometer- for the group. If you feel tension vibrating
around people, express that feeling. Depending on your own sense of the
situation, Your own style and inclination, the expression might he
humorous or perfectly straight, but :t should open the possibility o:
talking about what is wrong and relieving people's feelings. Conversely, -
if people are really tuned in and enjoying themselves, join in Help sustain
the mooc.1

fi Keep the pace energetic and lively. YOu are accustomed to working with
groups ut students and you know that the energy level and involvement of
a group often mirrors Your own energy for the day. If you are alert and
ins ol.ved, the groop is more likely to be enthusiastic and interested. Start
on time and aim to finish at a g:Yen time. Avoid the kind of laissez-faire
leadership that lets a group languish and then forces evervone to catch up
madly by being stingy with time later. You can decide when to push and
move people on, when to let the group settle down to relax or hassle over
a pOtnt. People may well look to vou to indicate when to break a silence
or when to allow 1(.7 r time to think and fed. Or they may need the rclief of
hearing You say, -We've been svorking pretty hard; let's take a break.
Ibis kind of pacing depends particularly on t:se leader of 'the session.

Lualitating the SeN51011

During the evaluation phase of the session, members of the group as a
whole consider how they are doing in terms of the following:

I Learning armut solutions to stress
2 IL effect's eness of the session just concluded
3 Workinr relationships and cooperation within the group.
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The evaluation is not simply an evaluation of the leader as such, nor is
it a final comment on a finished product. Instead, it is more like the process of
steering a boat. The end point is known, but the winds, tide, and current all
necessitate constant adjustment and attention to steering. Allow enough time
fo. people to fill out the form, discuss the results, and make plans. Fifteen to
twenty minutes is usually enough. A series of simple hand counts can
summarize the numerical aspects of the evaluation. Another five to ten
minutes ro discuss the evaluation results will be helpful to the group and to
the leader of the next session. When the agreed-upon stopping time has been
reached, a useful way to obtain closure and a summary is to "go around.-
Have each person in the group complete one of the following szntence stems:
-What I found most interesting todav was . . or "What I learned today
was . or --Tht. most useful thing I learned today was.. Then, present
your own two- to four-minute summary of-the session, rev:ewing the objec-
tives, the actions taken to reach those objectives, the kcs concepts, and
general conclusions. It may he useful to prepare part of this summar;during
your planning before the session.

Any group engaged in a longtern project experiences a range of
success Iliere will be some periods when people are less involved tbin at
others, and sessions where conflict is unavoidable. On some days ti.e feeling
will be one of enjoyment and accomplishment. Accept the highs and the lows
in a way that allows you to learn from both extremes. Careful attention to the
evaluation proc` ess will help you do so. As facilitator, you will be responsible
for engaging the group in the evaluation activity and organizing the comments
into a useful form that can he passed on to the next leader.

Your final task is to ensure the continuity of the group. Is there
agreement on the purpose and activity for the next session? Has the facilitator
been chosen? Make sure our successor receives all the evaluation forms ro
study. Does eLeryone know the tune, place, and preparation (it any)?

How to Participate ir.. the Support Group: Notes to Members

Your group will.be unique. No one of you can be sure what will
happen. The combination of personalities, the decisions rize along the way,
the special goals, the room you work in, a dozen quirk anal r.ir-:umskance. will
make your group unlike any other.

The directions for the group do not constittre a syllabus. They are.
more like the outline of a play or the road niap of a country open for
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exploration This description may appeal to Your sense of adventure and at the
same time make you a hit nervous 'How, you may ask, will I know when
I've reached the objectives) Since there is no expert, will have to
help each other in at least three ways First, prepare extremely well for the
ses,:;on you lead het:, ..ist: during that session you arc the "expert" for the other

workshop members iecond, during the session keep the critical problem-
solving sequence in mind It will allow you to anticipate what will happen
and heir, you coordinate your contributions more effectively. Third, at the end
of ever'= session, during the scheduled evaluation period, give frank, specific
feedback about how the session went and what ca:. be improved during tne
next sesion This ad...ice is as important for others before they lead as it will
be for you in preparing to lead your session.
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SLPPOR I G ROL PEVMLAI ION

1 he purposes of this questionnaire are to help the group irrif-,rove its
functioning and to provide the leader of Th.: next session with specific
suggest.ons

Vers
Poor fair (.;txxi c;ood Fxcellent

I 0% ream boss ss ouid
tjtc foals
(Circ!e one ) 1 2 3 4 5 5 9 10

2 How .aluahle was
codas:. session' 1 2 ; 4 5 7 9 10

; How interested are sou
in the technlyues and
concepts sou learned

todas% 1 2 3 4 5 fs 8 9 10

4 HOW svcI! were the
stated objectives met% 1 2 1 4 5 7 8 9 IC)

5 Please indicate sour degree of satisfaction with each of the following
aspects of the sesswn

Clarity of the ohectises

Clarity of directions and ex.:nples

Relevance of darts pro. :ems

1,1.'orls done in small groups

Pace, nei:lier too List nor tot) doss.

Valldation of indisiduals

kVaTm, conducise learning climate

Clarity of the surianar,

Iltisatulic,1 CNN: cry Satolte,1

6. In order to =prose the group's functioning in the next session
(a) Vhat "wd aspects of this session should he continued%
(h) What aspects should he changed% fioN?
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF
USEFUL BOOKS ABOUT STRESS

K.N.1 went aid kkIter Cinic lilt

Ardell. Donald D 11t,h Level Wellness. Emmaus, PA. Rodale Press, 1977.

1-11,zii Lead We linos represents one of the best resource books available to
hell people find an alternative to doctors, drugs and diseases. N,V e 1 I
ness, as contrasted with illness, is much more than the absence of disease
but the remforcement of health-enhancing behaviors in the areas of
nutrition, phssi,:al fitness, environmental sensitivity, self-
resnonsihility and stress management. Ardell, therefore, does not
l-,Thes-e there is a single cause of wellness or illness. He has come to
ryalize tnat sveliness consists of many positive practices which sh,--suld
be use,: harmoniously . Living up to this theme, the author provides us
with a wealth of resource materials from addresses and contacts at
\\*clines% Centers, guidelines for wellness, self-assessment instruments,
to an extensive annotated bibliography of major books within each of
the five wellness areas. High Level Wellness is a must for those wishing to
embark on a multi-faceted and well balanced attack on stress.

Dudley. Donald L., and Welke, Elton. Hou. to Sumo- Being Afire. Garden
City N.V. Doubleday and Co., 1977.

Much of this hook is based on the exploration of stress, disease, and the
impact of life changes. The authors dispel the ancient distinction
between physical diseases and mental diseases. This separate treatment
may he, as the authors point out, the sing!e greatest tieterrent to quality
health care in our country. While the authors spend considerable tinie
elaborating on the complex disease profiles of angina pectoris. myocar-
dial infarction, vasovagal fainting, ulcerative colitis they do pose an

intriguing strs.cegy- for coping with stress: avoid the great swings from

I ..errted tnati \ :;t, and %%Ater Oregon

hoo , ounol BulictIn 21 no 4 ; Det.ernINer WI; f-dtRation of Oregon,.

I uutcnc Rel,,nted rrnhston
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activity to inactivity by maintaining a steady level of productive
actin tv at work and play Slowing down and g,caring up should be

---iplishzd in mild ,le4rees rather than moving from the thrill of
to :he "ague.. of &feat

Funkenstein, Daniel H King, Stanley H , and Drolette, Margaret. Maqen
Suss Cambridgz: Har.ard University Press, 1957.

fasten 4.Stro. reports a series of experiments conducted with a group
of college men at Harvard University over a period of two Years.
?!though technical in nature, this book elaborates on how people react
to certain new and difficult situations The authors advance the theory
that acute emergency reactions represent an innate aspect of the person-
ality. I defense mechanisms- in the initial stags) hercas the mastery of
stress results from total life experiences ( the ability to cope ) In seeking
and understanding, the so-called diseases of stress, they postulate that it
is important to study three phases of stress reactions ( 1) the acute
emergency reaction (fight or flight ), (2) the ability to handle stress as
time passes (coping mechanisms ), and ( 3) the sustained or chronic
stress reaction

Gmelch, Walter H Bcymi So.ccs Effe,tirc Mariagoncnt. Eugene, Oregon:
Oregon School Study Council Bulletin, Vol. 20, nos. 9 and 10, 1977.

This monograph deals with the subject of stresswhat it is, its sources
and causes, the variety of human riispons,_Is to stress, its consequences,
and how to cope with stress. Although the booklet is addressed to
school administrators in particular, its prescriptions have value for
individuals in all fields and at all levels. It provides checklists to
identify one's own sources of stress and provides suggestions from a

variety' of sources on now to cope with various kinds of stress. The
author offers four "stress absorbers: to take the shock out of stress for
the school manager. (I) knoW' the limitations of administration (and
administrators ), (2) establish and \late life goals, (3) develop the
ability to relax as quickly and completely as possible, and ( 4 ) develop a

..:holistic approach to stressboth the mind and body must work
together to reduce stress. A checklist to score one's own ability to relax
is included, as is a bibliography on stress and related topics. (Annota-
tion provided by Educational Research Sc vice Bulletin, September
1977.1
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Kenne-zh r:r New Yu :k Berkeley Medallion Jiuut,s:

1974

Kenneth Lirnott succinctly sLmr-..arizes some of the m3 or diseas,ts of

stress hvnertensicii heart attack, cancer, aging, 'doers, and other
ph. disorders While speaking to the relationship between
stress aid disease. her htfulls criticizes people for alsw. looking to

science for th'e cure when the cure is real.y withm ourselves. Disease is

not caused b% a germ 1.-"ut by a Lhiage in our relationship to that germ.

'lost of his book deals with escaping from stress through letting go
with meditation. h. ['nos's, and biofeedback. Although tt-. ese medita-
tive devices ire helpful mechanisms for cooing with stress, readers

s1sould he cautioned that this is only one approach and should be
balinced with others such as proper nutrition, physical fitness, -1-.7.- ..e

philosophies of life. and effect's,: management techniques.

Mackenzie. R Alec Tr.ip. New York. McGraw-Hill. i975

We all have ex..1tiv the same amount of time, but 90 percent of the
managers ::omplain that they r.ever have enough. Tlic Tone Trap, a study

of timewasters, suggests ways out of the trap. Drawin upon his years
of business management experience, Mackenzie shares a number of
simple, straightforward and applicable ideas for handling such time and

stress traps as procrastination, constant interruptions, the open-door,

corridor wanderers, continuous meetings, and Lick of olganization,
planning and setting priorities. His book should he read with the idea
that it presents a smorgasbord of insightful tips and techniques on how
to better manage your time: from his spread of wares you are free to

s,:mple techniques which suit your taste. The Time Trap is a book you
will want available on your reference shelf to help you cope with.lhe

stresses of time

McQuade, Walter, and Allsman Ann. Stress. New York. Bantam Books,
1974

M,Quade and Aikman's well-documented txxik prompted by the
authors' award winning article in Fortiinc magazine examines what
stress can do to sour cardiovascular, digestive, skeletal-muscular, and

immunit lye systems i provides insight into how the mind and body

handle stress (and how the mind sometimes "betrays" the body!). -The
final and most substantial portion of the book provides the reader with
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personal solutions for stress reduction including, diet, eXercise rs, cho-
therapy. mcounter groups. meditation. biofeedback. drugs. ur,Li hs-p-
notism this single ilo..)k is it represents onls 2

beginning File authors provide a briti!..4 of Annotated readings for
further ins ,:s-4,,ation

Pelletier. Kennet'r. R as Ruler. Stuser New ark. Dell Publish.
mg Lu , 1977

_Eh; Pelletier apnroadies stress from a holistic point of A,:leNt"; that If. the
mind. body, and spurt must work together in harmony to prevent sues
disorders. 1.1i,Li us Haler. \hid iS 51.ncr surveys the sources of sp.ess,
provides a gu:Lieline for the evaluation of stress levels, reports research
on profiles of .rres;;Trone personalities, and concludes with a practical
section on preventing stress-related diseases through meditation. ha)?
1,..,.dback and autogcnic training. and sisualization As Gay Luce has
romted out. usirig, this 1-x-ok is as important as reading it

Selve, Hans The Stress of Life. New York. McGraw-Hill, 1976.

The Stress of Life, first published in 1956 and revised, Lxpanded, and
updated with new research- findings in 1976, continues to provide a
sum Iry of theconzemporary scientific basis of the entire stress con-
cept -els-e does not Intend this to be an -"inspirational book' where
readers blind's' belies-yin his statements. His intent is to enable the
Lducated nonmedical readers to mate up their own minds about the
validity of laboratory expenenees to everyday proli-le--,S:-.The book
pnreeds from the discovery- of stress to the analysis of its mechanism in
health and 4isease; then explores how this knowledge could further our
unlierstanding of how to face stress. %Vhile Selve's intention is to reach

the nontechnical reader, his dispersing of highly technical data between
the more easily readable and entertaining parts of his narrative makes
the book cumbersome to read. For those who are less familiir witF
mans of the stress-related concepts and terminology, "Book 1Y'' pi,
vides practis:al implications and applications of stress concepts
evervdas. life Selve's suggestions in this part are based upon devising a

healthy phiiosophy of life primarily rooted in "altruistic egoism''
which maximizes eustress (good stres:4) and minimizes distress (had
stress ) in our lives. Even though technical (glossary of terms provided)

The StreSs of Life is essential reading fer anyone seriously interested in the

subject.
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elves flan. Diisiress New Yo 'k Signet Bool74. 1973

''.'stress is the spice of life: notes Dr Han, Selve In this cilassic. Selve
describes the nature of stress. the trlpharc general .adaption ssndrome.
and what stress is and is not scientrfrc enquiry to base the

first porilon of his hook the latter chapters philosophicaliv tIrscuss the
a t p bet V. een titres, Alms. in life Hi. scientific : pedigree is

impeccable. howe%er. philosophical thought, on ,tress reduction
through l'altiu:st lc egoism-. and '-earr my neighlsor s love.' should he

read ..1SLpt1C-1 s the 114.)W-t().. "n0t)kS bt. WayneDverrAlity-rt

Eric . and others who .na,c just as much right'to forwaru -herr
philtAiiisbleaf answers to the stresses of life as do/e, Selves

Winter. Ruth Triuntr.: otcr Tcr.,:on New York (irosset and r flap. 1976

Triumr/, mcr Tcri ier rest:m.1,LN many of the itiop-rcholoT,v pi:fees we
find it bookstores touts low eii.er. the author does pro\ ide some

ora, t tips tOr learning to Iw.: leisure, h.rsv to take -I reilocatin,
c,serc for relaxation. and de, eloping es ervday coping techniques.
Alth4.4ugr.'Kr.anv of the techniques suggested are self-evidtfm., many times

,,,5-741:ed to he .reminded more than instructed: A sampling of these
tediroques incluyic suggestions to do something for others, arrange for
privac,'. don't insist on winning, own up to who you are, don't judge
yourself sternly, get sufficient sleep, respect your body, change your
ens eronAnt, change- your routine, talk to 3.1nend. choose s.our asso-

ciates carJully, find Your stress level, learn to live for tcx.lay, and seek a

sense of humor

Chicago Blue Prim for Health Blue ChM Association, 1974..
A -freebie- from Your local Blue Cross agency, this fx)oklet assemhres

aiticlfs from many now.' medical scholars. Not only are the authors
knowledgeable on their:subjects, but talented at presenting information
clear for the average reader The articles cover stress at childhood,
adolescence, and aging, as well as stress in the home, on the doh, and in

the em ironment, I he booklet concludes with a chapter on learning how

to relax

s.
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Teacher :rurriout is a major new malady that has afflicted the
teaching profession and threatens tii reach epidemic proportions if it isn't
checked soon. It results from stress, tension, and anxiety. Fortunately then.
are ways to spot burnout early, reduce stress, .- 1 .-ope more effectively
man' requiring little time and no money. The gx....:, -: .iris pubk:ation are
i1 ) to ',-Jelp teachers reco....,mize the sirs of stress in orot.- :,.,, k, 'w when it is a
Problem, and (2) to icscribe what they can do to reduce work-related
sit elsors and tochonse self-enhancing responses.

,%-.tV Assembling the materials from a wide variety of sources, ociuding
tea/hers, the editors have divided Teacher Burnout into three main parts: What
It, Is,' What to Do About It, and Workshop Guide for Reducing and
Preventing Teacher Burnout. Among the selections are "Burnout," "Thet
Battered Teacher "How Some Teachers Avoid Burnout," "The Nibble
Method of Overcming Stress," "Twenty Ways I Save Time," "How to
Bring Forth the '',taxation Response," "How to DravVVitality fr m
Stress," "Six f.; .-.: . to a Positive Addiction," "Positive Denial: The Case or
Not Facing Reality," and "Conquering Common Stressors." The workshop
guide presents activities and strategies which incorporate many of the
suggestions and re, -,,:..iclations made by the contributors. An annotated
bibliography of useful books about stress is also included.

This puhilication in NEA's Analysis and Action Series offers con-
crete and realistic suggestions and guideline's for all teachers. A.-siitcessful
campaign against stress and burnout will benefit not only individual teachers,
but everyone associated with schools.
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